WATER LEVEL ALARM

a useful device having many applications where level or presence of water needs to be indicated

Also: Full Details For Building:

“YODELLER” DOOR MONITOR
FUZZ BOX - EFFECTS UNIT FOR POP GROUPS
SOLDERING EQUIPMENT
for the
DISCRIMINATING
ENTHUSIAST

APPLY DIRECT TO:
TELEPHONE 01-622 0291
ADCOLA HOUSE
ADCOLA PRODUCTS LTD.
L700 PROTECTIVE SHIELD

For customers in the Birmingham area, goods may be obtained from:

SINCLAIR. All products in stock including latest version of MICRO-VEROBOARD
EARPIECES. Magnetic or Crystal, 5/- each.
Post 4/-.
1000yd., 40/-.
1000yd., 40/-.

THIN CONNECTING WIRE.

LAPEL MICROPHONES. Magnetic or Crystal, 10/- each.
TAPE RECORDER MICROPHONES. Panoramic value at 10/- each.
ACOS 15/-.
ACOS STEREO SAPPHIRE 12/6.
CARTRIDGES

ESPELICHE EASES.

ORDERS BY POST—TO G. F. MILWARD, 17 PEELE CLOSE,
DRAYTON BASSETT, STAFFS.

PLEASE INCLUDE APPROPRIATE POSTAGE COSTS
No Enquiries without stamped addressed envelope please
For customers in the Birmingham area, goods may be obtained from:
Rock Exchanges, 231 Alear Rock Road, Birmingham 8 (No Postal Service)
It's now ready—the new Eagle Catalogue presenting ‘The Wonderful World of Electronics’. Hundreds of items for the Radio Hobbyist, Hi-Fi Enthusiast, Serviceman, Do-it-Yourself, etc. The widest ever choice of sensibly priced Electronic Components, Audio and Tape Accessories, Educational Projects, Home Lighting, Intercoms, Hi-Fi Amplifiers, Tuners, Tape Recorders, Loudspeakers and Speaker Systems, all of which are fully illustrated together with technical specifications. There's something for everyone in Eagle's Wonderful World of Electronics so send for your copy now or call in at one of the 6,000 Eagle Stockists today.

Please send me catalogue of the entire “Eagle” range. I enclose 5/-.

Name

Address
POCKET MULTI-METER
Size 35x7x11cm. Meter size 21x11cm. Sensitivity 10-90 ohms on both A.C. and D.C. volts. 0-15, 0-300. D.C. current 0-150mA. Resistance 0-100kΩ. Complete with test prods, battery and full instructions. 4/6. P. & P. 3/6. FREE GIFT for limited period only. 30 watt Electric Soldering Iron value 15/- to every purchaser of the Pocket Multi-Meter.

ANTI-THEFT CAR BURGLAR ALARM
The Melgold Safematic consists of an electrical device housed in a small metal box 4" x 2" x 1" which has been designed and developed to provide protection required by the average motorist at an economic cost. Using this system, a lartern the immobilised condition is set automatically as soon as you park the car. Should you leave the key in the ignition the only way the car can be driven is by following the normal starting procedure. For metal box 4" x 2" x 1", which has been designed and developed to

star TD10 4-track, 3 speed, plus rev.
star TD10 2-track, 3 speed, plus rev.
star TD10 4-track, 3 speed, plus rev.

3 to 4 WATT AMPLIFIER
3-4 watt Amplifier built and tested. Chassis size 7 x 3 1/2 x 1 in. Separate bass and treble volume controls. Double wound second transformer, metal rectifier and output transformer for 3 ohm speaker. Valves ECC81 x 2 and 66/6. £2.50 plus 5/6 P. & F. The above in Kit Form, £11.14.6 plus 5/6 P. & F.

40W FLUORESCENT LIGHT KIT
Incorporating GEC Choke size 8 x 13/4 x 1 1/2. 2 bi-pin holders, starter and starter holder. 11/6. P. & P. 3/6.

Similar to above: 80 W. Fluorescent Light Kit incorporating GEC Choke size 11/2 x 13/4 x 1 1/2. Bi-pin holders, starter and starter holder. 16/6. P. & P. 6/6.


Special offer
ELEGANT SEVEN mk IIa

SPECIAL OFFER - Power supply kit to purchasers of 'Elegant Seven' parts, incorporating mains transformer, rectifier and smoothing condenser, A.G mains 200/250 volts. Output 9V. 100 mA. 8/6 extra.

Buy yourself an easy to build 7 transistor radio and save at least £10.0.0. Now you can build this superb 7 transistor superhet radio for under £4.10.0. No one else can compare such a fantastic radio with so many de luxe star features.


BSR TEAK DECKS
200/250 volt, A.C. mains
Type TD10 4-track, 3 speed, plus rev. counter-£7.19.6.
Type TD10 4-track, 3 speed, plus rev. counter-£7.19.6.

RADIO AND T.V. COMPONENTS (ACTON) LTD.
21D HIGH STREET, ACTON, LONDON, W.3
Shop hours 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Early closing Wednesday. Goods not despatched outside U.K.
All enquiries stamped addressed envelope. Terms C.W.O.

STAT SR 150 COMMUNICATION RECEIVER

TRANSISTORISED 1 1/2 WATT AMPLIFIER
Incorporating Mullard transistors type: 2, AC128/6, 2, OC75's and 2, AA129's. Separate bass and treble volume controls. Complete with Power Supply AC mains 240 v. Size 7 1/2 x 3 x 2 1/2. Price 50/- plus 2/6 P. & P.

BSR MONARCH UA16 With Full-FI HEAD
4-speed, plays 10 records, 12in., 10in. or 7in. at 16, 33, 45 or 78 r.p.m. Intermixes 7in., 10in. and 12in. records of the same speed. Has manual play position; colour, brown. Dimensions: 12 3/4 x 10in. Space required above baseboard 4 1/2in., below baseboard 2 1/2in. Fitted with Full-FI turn-over crystal head. £4.19.6. P. & P. 5/0.

FIRST QUALITY P.V.C. TAPE

600mW SOLID STATE 4-TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER
Features NPN and PNP Complementary Symmetrical Output Stage. The elimination of transformers ensures maximum efficiency and frequency response. Automatic heat compensation. Combined A.C./D.C. feed back. Class B output stage, i.e. output power is proportional to total current consumption, this ensures long battery life. Under no signal condition (i.e. output drain is approx, 12mA) the power drain is approx. 35mA. Printed circuit construction: size 2 1/2 x 1 1/2 x 1". Speaker output impedance 12 ohms. Output power 600mW at 5% distortion. 400mW at 10% distortion. 300mW at 15% distortion. Total current consumption at a reasonable listening level approx. 35-40mA at full power (speech and music), average 65mA. Sensitivity for 50mW output 2.5mW. Frequency response -18dB points 90 c/s and 12 Kc/s. £15/- plus 1/- P. & P. £7. 7/4" speaker to suit. 13/6 plus 2/- P. & P.

NEW Transistorised SIGNAL GENERATOR
Size 5 1/2" x 14 1/2" x 11". For IF and RF alignment and AF output, 700 c/s frequency range: 535 kc/s-30 Mc/s. Frequency range: 535 kc/s-30 Mc/s. Ideal for alignment to our frequency standards. P. & P. 10/-.

8-WATT 4-VALVE PUSH-PULL AMPLIFIER & Metal RECTIFIER
Size 9" x 6" x 11 1/2. A.C. Mains, 200-250v. 4 valves. For use with Std. or L.P. records, musical instruments. All makes of pick-ups and microphones. Output 8 watts at 2% per cent of total distortion. Separate bass and treble lift control. Two inputs with separate controls for gram and mike. Output transformer tapped for 3 and 15 ohm speech coils. Built and tested. £4.4.0. P. & P. 11/- 8" Speaker to suit. Price 14/6 plus 1/6 P. & P. Crystal Mike to suit 12/6 plus 1/6 P. & P.
The above curve was taken by an independent testing laboratory and shows clearly why the Sinclair Q.14 achieves such remarkable standards of reproduction. Level response is maintained to assure the user of the finest possible results from the equipment to which the speaker is coupled.

Note—curve taken against vertical 0-25 dB range and plotted on a log. scale.

THE MOST CHALLENGING DEVELOPMENT IN YEARS

CONSTRUCTION
The seamless sound, or pressure chamber and mounting baffle are of special high-density ultra-low resonance materials made possible by modern bonding and processing techniques to ensure freedom from spurious coloration.

LOADING
The Sinclair Q.14 has an input impedance of 15 ohms and will comfortably accept loading in excess of 28 watts music power, far greater than that required for average listening requirements.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
As the independently made test curve shows, remarkably smooth response is maintained between 60 and 15,000 c/s.

DRIVER UNIT
This is a specially designed unit having exceptionally high compliance due to the method of cone suspension employed. It has a massive ceramic magnet of 11,000 gauss and aluminium speech coil, with the cone treated to ensure brilliant transient response.

CONToured PRESSURE CHAMBER
The shape of the sealed sound chamber has been determined mathematically to ensure forward sounding presence and freedom from directional effect. Connections at rear are marked for correct phasing.

SIZE AND STYLING
The Sinclair Q.14 measures 9 3/4in. square on its front face by 4 3/4in. deep from front to back. A separate base for free standing position is provided as well as a template for wall or flush mounting. A neat solid aluminium bar inset is used to embellish the front.

Listen to a Q.14. Hear it in your own home. Then marvel at its performance. The Q.14 is the result of long and thorough investigation into speaker design and behaviour in order to produce one which would outperform anything within bounds of its price and provide genuine high fidelity standards.

How far we have succeeded can be seen from the independently taken test report. It compares excellently with loudspeakers over four times the price. The Sinclair Q.14 is uncommonly versatile, too. It can serve as a free standing unit for bookshelf, etc. as a corner radiator or flush mounted in a multi-unit assembly for P.A. or other heavy duty requirements. In stereo you could ask for nothing better and its design is such that the Q.14 is in keeping with every kind of domestic decor.

Ready to use and guaranteed. Money refunded if not satisfied. POST FREE

A GUARANTEED SINCLAIR PRODUCT

Order form and more Sinclair designs – see next pages
**The world's smallest radio**

Until you use a Micromatic for yourself, you will never know how fantastically efficient the world's smallest radio is. We have received thousands of letters testifying to the staggering performance of this set, be it for quality, range, selectivity, sensitivity, long battery life or just playing in difficult places. We have letters galore to prove the excellency of this Sinclair design. That is why it is so fully guaranteed.

You can build the Micromatic—an evening is sufficient—or buy it complete ready for use. The thing is to have one and prove for yourself too, how good this British product is.

**USERS ALL OVER THE COUNTRY WRITE**

From North, South, East and West enthusiasts for the world's smallest radio tell us of the wonderful results they get.

1. I was pleasantly surprised to find I was able to have it working in a few hours.
   
   W.J., Inverness

2. I would like to express my delight in the splendid sensitivity and quality.
   
   D.G.S., Edinburgh

3. I find it excellent in every way.
   
   W.A.S., Sunderland

4. We are very pleased with it.
   
   J.D.W., Belfast

5. Satisfactory results...good compared to any other transistor of any size.
   
   L. W.C., Stockton-on-Tees

6. I have found reception is quite satisfactory.
   
   S.C., Dublin

7. I am very pleased with its performance.
   
   B.M.M., Cumberland

8. I am very satisfied with the kit.
   
   J.H.T., St. Helens

9. A fabulous little performer in every respect.
   
   E.C., Harrogate

10. A thoroughly reliable receiver. Performance is wonderful.
    
    M.S.M., Ripon, Yorks

11. Very pleased with the result.
    
    D.T., Koniwsh

12. Last for words...one of the most amazing inventions. I have ever known.
    
    L.L., Norwich

13. Very pleased.
    
    J.M.H., Burnham on Sea

14. Amazed at such reception in these parts.
    
    K.T.R., Gloucester

15. The finish and quality is very good.
    
    N.P.C., Bishop's Stortford

16. Completed, and working extremely well.
    
    C.W., Harrow

17. Very pleased indeed with the Micromatic.
    
    D.W., Slough

18. Took only 5 hours to build and worked immediately.
    
    F.D., Reigate

19. The light programming came in better than I expected it.
    
    D.J.A., Bristol

21. Worked a treat.
    
    F.W., Banbury

22. Thank you for such a brilliantly designed little set.
    
    A.B.D., Epping

23. Fantastic reception from the Continent.
    
    T.G.S., Grimsby

24. Stations come in marvellously for such a difficult area.
    
    P.G.H., Brighton

25. A marvellous set to build and listen with.
    
    E.M.I., Swansea

26. Better than anything I could ever have imagined.
    
    W.T., Sheffield
Because of its performance and very small size, the Z.12 has completely revolutionised the whole approach to transistor amplifiers. It proves beyond all question that high fidelity standards can be combined with very low price. No other amplifier in its field so successfully meets such a wide range of requirements. The Z.12 operates from any power supply between 6 and 20V d.c. Its output is suitable for any impedance between 1-5 and 15 ohms, making it suitable for any loudspeaker, including, of course, the Sinclair Q.14. It has facilities for matching to any type of conventional input, details of which are given in the Z.12 manual supplied. The most popular applications for the Z.12 are in mono or stereo hi-fi systems (two are needed for stereo), guitars, electric organs, car radios and P.A and intercom systems. Its characteristics make the Z.12 useful also in many kinds of experimental work.

USE IT WITH A SINCLAIR Q.14 SPEAKER

SINCLAIR STEREO 25
For use with two Z.12's or any good hi-fi stereo system. Frequency response 25kc/s to 30 kc/s ±1dB connected to two Z.12's. Sensitivity Mic. 2mV into 50kΩ; P.U.—3mV into 50kΩ: Radio—20mV into 47Ω. Equalisation correct to within ±1dB on RIAA curve from 50 to 20,000 kc/s. Size 6½in x 2½in x 2½in plus knobs. Built, Tested and Guaranteed £9.19.6

SINCLAIR Z.12

12 WATTS R.M.S. CONTINUOUS SINE WAVE OUTPUT (24 W. PEAK)
IS WATTS MUSIC POWER
15-50,000 c/s ±1dB
IDEAL FOR BATTERY OPERATION

GUARANTEE
Should you not be completely satisfied with your purchase when you receive it from us, your money will be refunded in full and at once without question. FULL SERVICE FACILITIES AVAILABLE
If you prefer not to cut page, please quote P.E. 1167 when ordering.
RADIONIC
RADIO & ELECTRONIC CONSTRUCTION SYSTEM

INDISPENSABLE ALIKE TO:
STUDENT
TEACHER
AMATEUR EXPERIMENTER

Clear, simple, versatile, this rugged system can build almost any electronic circuit. Ideal for the experimenter; the teacher and the complete beginner. Already used by well over 1,000 schools in the U.K.

Selected by the Council of Industrial Design for all British Design Centres. Featured in Sound and Television broadcasts.

Beautifully engineered; battery operated; no soldering; no prior knowledge needed.

Results guaranteed by our technical department. People say:

"I can only describe the results as brilliant, absolutely brilliant."

"You have opened up a new world."

"Nothing could paint the picture clearer than building these sets."

"The kit has been used by my son (aged 10) with complete success."

"Most impressive—a stroke of genius whoever devised it."

UNIQUE! Our "No soldering" printed circuit board for superhet portable. Simply insert components and tighten nuts.

No. 1 Set £5.19.8. 14 Circuits (Earphone)
No. 2 Set £10.19.6. 20 Circuits (Earphone)
No. 3 Set £10.19.6. 26 Circuits (7 x 4in. Loudspeaker output)
No. 4 Set £14.19.6. 26 Circuits (include 4 Transistor and reflex superhets)

Prices (Post Free)
(Post P.T. Increases of 1/2p. 1/1d. 3/1d. 4d. respectively)

Full details from:
RADIONIC PRODUCTS LIMITED
STEPHENSON WAY, THREE BRIDGES
CRAWLEY, SUSSEX
Tel.: CRAWLEY 27028 (Trade Enquiries invited)

A No. 4 SET and 6-TRANSISTOR SUPERHET

Theoretical Circuit
Practical Layout

Our 'E' Series of basic electronic circuits is available separately. (See E507 above). Send for details of £508 computer.

TUNE YOUR CAR PROFESSIONALLY-ELECTRONICALLY-YOURSELF
THE KNIGHTKIT ANALYSER & TIMER

* BETTER PERFORMANCE * MORE M.P.G.
* GREATER RELIABILITY

Easy and fun to build these two kits are new to the U.K. and obtainable from Electroniques. Just two examples of a wide range of electronic kits covering short wave listening, Hi-Fi, test equipment, photographic light meter etc., etc.

A comprehensive tuning chart tells you how to use them and then right away you've got the optimum engine settings for your car to give maximum performance and economy. The cost of the kits is soon recovered and then you're saving a fortune. No more servicing doubts when you do the job yourself to professional standards.

AUTO ANALYSER Pinpoints the faults and helps you put them right. Checks voltage and current regulators, generators and alternator diodes. Detects distributor wear, variations in dwell angle and condition of points. Determines coil resistance and locates poor or open-circuit circuits. Ranges for all engine types—four, six and eight cylinders—6 or 12 V positive or negative earth.

TIMING LIGHT Built-in power supply gives brilliant 600V narrow beam flashes. Synchronised with flywheel r.p.m. the timing marks "stand still" for perfect ignition timing. Checks firing intervals in compression cycle, synchronisation of contact breaker arms, automatic advance/retard mechanism and distributor cam wear.

The Analyser costs £24.2.8. and the Timing Light £10.19.6. Credit terms are available and all kits are fully guaranteed, with our friendly Service Department always available to advise or assist.

Further details on these and dozens of other kits in our FREE 70-page brochure.

Please send your FREE brochure KIT giving details on the full range of Knight kits.
Send to Electroniques Prop. STC Limited
Edinburgh Way, Harlow, Essex.

NAME
ADDRESS
Heathkit World-Leader in
INSTRUMENTS — HI-FI — RADIO — ELECTRONIC KITS

Treat yourself to superb LW, MW entertainment with the

High-Performance Car Radio Kit, CR-1

Complete your motoring pleasure with this small, compact, high-performance car radio. It can be fitted to any make of car, having a 12 volt positive or negative earth system. Tastefully styled in neutral grey with black knobs and chrome trim to harmonise with any car colour scheme.

Features include: Six-transistor, 2-diode circuit. Completely pre-assembled and aligned tuning unit. High sensitivity, combined with wide range automatic gain control (AGC), minimises fading under weak reception conditions. Easy-tune dial. Push button Long, Medium and Tone selection.

The car radio is available for your convenience in two separate units; RF Amplifier Kit CR-IT £1.13.6 inch P.T.. IF/AF Amplifier Kit CR-IA £11.3.6.

TOTAL PRICE KIT (excluding Loudspeaker) £12.17.0 incl. P.T.
8" x 5" Loudspeaker Pk. No. 401-505 £1.1d.1 inch P.T.

NEW! Portable Stereo Record Player, SRP-1

Automatic playing of 16, 33, 45 and 78 rpm records. All transistor—cool instant operation. Dual LP/78 stylus. Plays mono or stereo records. Suitcase portability. Detachable speaker enclosure for best stereo effect. Two 8" x 5" special loudspeakers. For 220-250v A.C. mains operation.

Compact, economical stereo and mono record playing for the whole family — plays anything from the Beatles to Bartok. All solid state circuits give room filing volume.

Kit £27.15.0 incl. P.T. Assembled price on request.

Low-cost Stereo Amplifier, TS-23

Breaks the price barrier in quality Transistor Amplifier cost. Incorporates all the essential features for good quality reproduction from gramophone records, radio and other sources. Its many features include: 3 watts rms (15% of each channel. Good frequency response for outstanding fidelity. Compact slim-line styling. Ganged BASS, TREBLE and VOLL controls. 6-position SELECTOR switch for programme sources. Attractive perimeter two-tone front panel. 16 transistor, 4 diode circuit. Handsome fully-finished walnut veneered cabinet. Outputs for 8 or 16 ohm loudspeakers. Printed circuit boards. For free-standing or cabinet mounting. Size 31/2" x 13" x 8" deep.

Kit £17.15.0. Walnut veneered cabinet £2.0.0 extra.

A 3" Service Oscilloscope Kit with outstanding features. Model OS-2

The attractively styled OS-2 is a compact, lightweight, portable oscilloscope that fulfills many of the general requirements in Laboratories, Service Departments and Educational Training. It is ideal for use in production line testing where otherwise expensive equipment would be tied up on ordinary routine tests. The bandwidth of the OS-2 is from 2 c/s-3 Mc/s ± 3dB, this scope can therefore be used in applications ranging through audio, ultrasonic and radio frequencies. The time base operates from 20 c/s to 200 kc/s in four ranges. Size 5" x 7 1/2" x 12" deep. Weight 9 lb.

Kit £23.0.0. Assembled £31.18.0

Optional extra L/Cap Probe Kit, PK-1 Kit £3.12.6

NEW! Transistorised AM-FM Stereo Tuner


Comprising: Model AFM-2T RF Tuning Unit. Kit £7.17.6 including P.T. AFM-Amp. and power supply kit £24.9.6. TOTAL PRICE KIT £32.7.0 incl. P.T. Cabinet £2.5.0 extra.

Many other models in wide range.

Prices quoted are Mail Order. Retail Prices slightly higher.

Full specification sheets of any model available upon request.

FREE!
36 page Catalogue
SEND COUPON FOR YOUR COPY NOW!

Over 150 models: Hi-Fi, Audio Speaker systems, Intercom, PA Guitar amplifiers, Amateur Radio, Educational, Transistor radios. Test and service instruments. Many shown in full colour.

To:-
DAYSTROM LTD., Dept. P.E.11
GLOUCESTER, ENGLAND. Tel.: Glos. 20217

Please send me
FREE British Heathkit Catalogue

further details of model(s)

NAME
ADDRESS

MOST MODELS CAN BE SEEN AND DEMONSTRATED AT THE LONDON HEATHKIT CENTRE. 233 Tottenham Court Road, W.I Tel: 01-636 7249. Retail and Mail Order purchases can be made there.
Litesold

20 WATT
SOLDERING INSTRUMENT

- **CONTROLLED TEMPERATURE**
  Design holds max. temp. of 380°C. within close limits.

- **EASY BIT REPLACEMENT**
  Simple, fast replacement of low-cost copper bits. Non-wearing PERMATIP bits cut servicing costs.

- **BEAUTIFULLY COMPACT**
  Length 7 3/4". Weight 1 1/4 oz. Max. handle dia. 0.715”

- **UNEQUALLED PERFORMANCE**
  Ideal for fast production soldering on the majority of modern electronic equipment.

**ALL VOLTAGES**

The LITESOLD range includes six other models (10, 15, 25, 30, 35 and 55 watts), and many accessories. Please ask for colour catalogue L/37.

---

**LIGHT SOLDERING DEVELOPMENTS LTD.**
28 Sydenham Road, Croydon, CR2 2LI
Tel. 01-688 8869 & 4559

---

**R.S.T. VALVE MAIL ORDER CO.**
144 WELLFIELD ROAD, STREATHAM, S.W.16
Special 24 Hour Mail Order Service

---

**PARKERS SHEET METAL FOLDING MACHINES**
**HEAVY VICE MODELS**

With Bevelled Former Bars

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Capacity 18 gauge mild steel x 36in. wide</th>
<th>Carr. Free</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Capacity 18 gauge mild steel x 24in. wide</th>
<th>Carr. Free</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Capacity 16 gauge mild steel x 18in. wide</th>
<th>Carr. Free</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Capacity 18 gauge mild steel x 18in. wide</th>
<th>Carr. Free</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST OF 2,000 TYPES**
S-DeC
the "BREADBOARD"
for the transistor age

**TECHNICAL DATA**
Insertion force 90 gm wt.
Withdrawal force 90 gm wt.
Resistance between adjacent holes 10 mω.
Insulation resistance adjacent strips >10^10.
Capacitance between adjacent strips 3 pF.

The contacts are arranged in rows of five (numbered) which are joined together electrically as shown in the diagram. This arrangement is similar to that used in the popular printed wiring board so that the same methods of laying out circuits may be used. An S-DeC contains two of these 5 x 7 panels enabling most electronic building blocks to be accommodated. For very large circuits the decking can easily be enlarged by keying the units together forming a firm continuous area of decking of any desired size.

Components are simply pushed into the sockets where they are held securely by the double leaf spring phosphor-bronze contacts. This system ensures a good wiping action on insertion and withdrawal so giving a low resistance contact. Little force is required to push in or pull out the components but they are held firmly when inserted. Solderless connectors are provided in an accessory kit for use with controls. The controls are mounted on a panel which slots into the S-DeC base.

The photograph shows a three transistor plus diode reflex receiver mounted on a single S-DeC. FREE construction details for this radio are given with each S-DeC purchased NOW!

**ACCESSORY KIT**
Contains:
1. Panel for mounting controls (slots into S-DeC base) e.g. potentiometers, variable capacitors, etc.
2. Connectors for solderless joints to these controls.
3. Clips for mounting ferrite rod, etc. on panel.

**PRICE OF KIT**
4/6 plus 6d post and pkg.

**POST NOW!**
For free accessory kit with each S-DeC to S.D.C. PRODUCTS (electronics) Ltd., Pump Lane, Springfield, Chelmsford.

Please send me______S-DeCs each containing a free accessory kit and______4-DeC kits for which I enclose PO/cheque/Money Order value £_____/_____-.

Money refunded if not satisfied

NAME

ADDRESS

OR FROM LEADING SUPPLIERS

(TRADE ENQUIRIES TO DEPT. TPE)
**BARGAIN OPPORTUNITIES FROM**

**GARRARD UNITS, & PLINTHS**

**LM 5000 Record Player with 5Y.A. Stereo Cartridge.** Recent new as from factory. $6 gns.

AT.60 Mk II Deluxe Auto-changer, disc-record player. Less cartrige. $10.10.6

SF.25 Deluxe single record player, disc-turntable. Less cartridge. $9.6 gns.

Packing and carriage on any one of above 1½ estes.

Garrard Finish Ideal mounting for the GARRARD UNITS offered here. Will readily suit any h.t. set-up. In four tubes. Complete with useful accessories and plastic dust cover. Packing and carriage 3/- 70c-

Garrard clear-view rigid perspex cover (costing 3/-) 5/-

Garrard Mono Cartridges from 1/- to Stereo from 23/-. 

**TRS MULLARD AMPLIFIERS**

**STEREO 10-10**

Valve amplifier to exact Mullard spec. With preamp, tapped a i transformer and all controls, H.P. and L.T. output, mono, stereo and speaker phase switching. Complete with escutcheon, knobs, plugs, etc. Ready built (p. & p. 12/6)

$20.0.0

In kit form with chassis, knobs, plugs, etc. (p. & p. 12/6) 17/10.0

**5-10 MONO**

5 valve, 10w bimpo amp kit

£19.9.6

**3-3 MONO**

3 valve, 3w amplifier with controls, absolutely complete kit including panel, knobs, etc. (p. & p. 7/0)

£7.10.0

**TAPE AMPLIFIER**

With each reel of this tape we give you a strongly made library wallet in simulated leather with space for a reel each side. This is professional quality full frequency tape with installed feed-lips/loops.

$1 reel

$9 reel

12/6

£13 reel per reel

£2/0

With wallet

22/6

**TAPE & WALLET OFFER**

With each reel of this tape, we give you a strongly made library wallet in simulated leather with space for a reel each side. This is professional quality full frequency tape with installed feed-lips/loops.

$1 reel

$9 reel

12/6

£13 reel per reel

£2/0

With wallet

22/6

**GARRARD**

FREE GARRARD INTERCONNECTS for $500 Monocoupling or $30 Philips

**OPEN REPEATABLE**

**100 PER STABS**

**100 MICROPHONE CABLES.**

**100 RESISTORS**

**100 LIGHT VOLTAGE RECTIFIERS**

**SILICON H.T. RECTIFIERS**

Guaranteed performance. Top grade silicones. Telefunken PX 4550 working

£9.6 gns.

£9.6 gns.

£10.6 gns.

£10.6 gns.

£10.6 gns.

£6.6 gns.
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£2.6 gns.

£2.6 gns.
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£2.6 gns.
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£2.6 gns.

£2.6 gns.

£2.6 gns.
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£2.6 gns.
AN IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT TO THE MANY THOUSANDS WHO HAVE BOUGHT AND WILL BUY THE COMMON CORE SERIES

THERE IS NOW ADDED

THE 'NUMBERS GAME'

Play it with TRAINER-TESTER Response Sheet No. E3 and the eleven ADJUNCTIVE PROGRAMMING SUPPLEMENTS TO basic electricity and basic electronics

★

WHAT'S THE 'NUMBERS GAME'?—

Each Supplement contains three things: a list of 50 four-choice Questions very carefully chosen to see whether the Reader has grasped the information which the volume in question has given him; an erasable Response Sheet on which you rub out an oblong of special ink to reveal a coded answer; and a key to the code which tells you if your answer to the question was correct. If it wasn't, the key gives you "remedial feedback" showing you exactly where you should go for re-study before you try the Question again. Each Supplement will cost 5s.

Fuller details will be sent on application to THE TECHNICAL PRESS LTD
112 WESTBOURNE GROVE, LONDON, W.2

Incidentally BASIC TELEVISION part 1, 21s, is now ready and THE TIMES EDUCATIONAL SUPPLEMENT says of it "... the information (covering 405 and 625 line systems) is up to date and substantially non-mathematical. The volume can be thoroughly recommended as a primer training manual. Indeed, some television engineers will find it of value as a revision course."

(See 7 DAYS' FREE TRIAL offer in advertisement on page 839)
GOODMANS HIGH FIDELITY MANUAL
A Guide to full listening enjoyment

The Manual is much more than a catalogue of Goodmans High Fidelity Loudspeakers—it contains informative articles, including advice on stereo, special section pages, and full cabinet drawings. You'll find it interesting as well as informative.

The Perfect Combination

MAXAMP 30
TRANSISTORISED STEREOPHONIC HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER 15.5 15 watts Silicon solid state Integrated pre-amplifier

NEG libelation distortion -£9.10.0

STEREOMAX
MATCHING AM/FM STEREO PHONIC FM TUNER
Transistorised Outstanding specification Stereo de-coder (optional)

£80.0.0 + £11.18.3. P.T. inc Surcharge.
Both MAXAMP 30 and STEROMAX have polished wood cases (10% x 5% x 7% deep) in Teak or Walnut to order.

Full specifications of the Maxamp 30 and Stereomax are given in the High Fidelity Manual—send the coupon for your FREE copy—or pay an early visit to your Goodmans dealer.

THREE HEADS ARE BETTER THAN TWO
Two amplifiers are better than one...

Without these refinements it is impossible to bring out the best in your equipment. For that reason, we have set up several facilities as Double Play, Sound-on-Sound, and Direct Tape Monitoring—there are just some of the outstanding features incorporated in the Goodmans Vanguard and when you study the complete specifications you will see that we are offering an extraordinary record at an ordinary price.

59 GNS.

Complete with 1,600 ft. LP tape and tape manual. (Microphone, Headphones and Stereo tape recorders are available as optional extras.)

GOODMANS INDUSTRIES
AXIOM WORKS • WEMBLEY • MIDDLESEX. Tel: 01-9021200
A Division of Radio Rentasei Products Ltd.
A wonderful offer by HOME RADIO LTD. and WELLER ELECTRIC LTD.

Here's good news! In co-operation with Weller Electric Ltd., the world's largest manufacturers of soldering irons, we are now including in our components catalogue a special Voucher worth 5/- if used to purchase a Weller Soldering Iron. This is in addition to five other Vouchers in the catalogue, each worth a shilling when used as directed. At the modest price of 7/6 plus 2/- p. & p. our catalogue would be a wonderful buy even if it contained no vouchers! It has over 220 pages, detailing more than 6,000 items, about 1,000 of them illustrated.

You have nothing to lose and everything to gain. Send the attached coupon today, with your cheque or P.O. for nine shillings and sixpence.

Please write your Name and Address in block capitals

Name

Address

Home Radio Ltd., Dept. PE, 187 London Rd., Mitcham, Surrey CR4 2YQ
JUST A SIMPLE DEVICE

Simple and relatively inexpensive electronic devices tend often to be overshadowed by more complex and elegant examples of the designer's art. Consequently some of the most rewarding and easiest ways for exploiting electronic techniques can be overlooked or neglected by the amateur. Let us consider one case which well illustrates this point.

The electronic relay type of device is certainly one of the simplest of projects to construct, yet its value as a practical aid of everyday utility cannot be overestimated. The possible applications for such a device are limitless. With the appropriate sensing element, for example, a phototransistor, thermistor, or some electromechanical probe or transducer, circuits can be devised to produce an electrical response from a specific physical effect occurring in a chosen locality.

Such an arrangement of course forms the basis of the great range of detecting and measuring instruments which are usually quite elaborate in design and offer many facilities. But here we are considering only the elementary form of circuit which reacts to a particular change in the atmosphere by operating an electromagnetic relay. The relay contacts can be applied to whatever purpose is required: to operate a lamp or bell, or (via suitable ancillary circuits) electrical power machinery.

It should be apparent that this modest kind of electronic device employing perhaps three or four transistors, a similar number of resistors, and a miniature relay, and operating usually from a small low voltage battery, offers countless possibilities to the imaginative amateur. Plenty of scope here for experimenting with transducers, while the "output end" presents further opportunity for exercising personal ingenuity in the manner in which the resultant relay operation is put to good effect.

This month we are describing an electronic relay device designed to respond immediately water or other liquid contacts a simple twin-wire probe. Essentially uncomplicated in design and economical in components, this Water Level Alarm will perform reliably many useful and important functions. A few applications are suggested in the article, and doubtless further ideas will spring to the minds of our readers—now that we have supplied a trigger pulse.
This article is presented as an introduction to the basic principles involved in the PAL colour television system which is now being used in this country.

It is not intended to cover the more scientific aspect of the subject, but it is levelled as an introduction to the practical television engineer.

Colour as perceived by the human eye can be measured in frequency and wavelength within the visible light spectrum (see Fig. 1a).

The frequency of colour is extremely high by comparison with that used for conventional television and radio broadcasting, so much so that it becomes too cumbersome for general use. To give an example, a green colour can be said to have a frequency of something in the order of $520 \times 10^6$ MHz. It is easier, therefore, to speak of colour in terms of wavelength.

These wavelengths are, of course, too small to be measured in meters, centimeters, or even millimeters, and so for colour the millimicron (m/μ) has come into use as a regular unit in the metric system and equals one billionth of a meter. Thus, when we speak of a wavelength of blue light it would be in the order of 400 millimicrons (1/62,500 inch) (see Fig. 1b).

The limits of the visible spectrum used for colour television are between 400 millimicrons (blue) and 700 millimicrons (red) (see Fig. 1c).

By means of a complicated process related to the construction of the retina in the eye, these colour wavelengths stimulate the optical nerve and are transmitted to the visual centres of the brain which senses the colour. It is not yet possible to explain this phenomenon but it is thought that the "cones" of the retina are of three different kinds, being mainly sensitive to green, red, and blue light respectively.

Experiments and studies carried out over the years have established that white light can be created by combining the three primary colours in the correct proportion. Hence, these colours are known as additive primary colours.

It is also known that by combining these three colours in other proportions, or any two of them, the greatest variety of other colours can be seen by the human eye. This condition more than anything else accounts for the selection of these primaries for colour television. As a matter of interest, there are said to be as many as 35,000 different variations of colour which can be "matched" with the basic colours of the visible spectrum.

**COMPATIBILITY**

Before commencing on the techniques employed, our first consideration should be that of compatibility meaning that colour transmissions are receivable in black and white on monochrome receivers, and that the colour receiver is capable of reproducing standard transmissions in black and white.

In colour receivers, the r.f. and i.f. circuits are basically similar to those employed in a monochrome receiver, but the requirements for the greatest fidelity in colour reception will dictate that the high frequency channels (video, r.f., and i.f.) will have to be responsive to their maximum specified bandwidth.

As the function of the tuner unit employed for monochrome reception will serve for colour reception, it is evident that a u.h.f. aerial system at present employed...
to receive programmes on 625-line transmission in monochrome, will be suitable for colour reception. The same will apply should it ever be decided to transmit colour programmes on 625 lines, in the v.h.f. spectrum.

Colour transmission techniques are necessarily far more complex than those required for monochrome transmission. The colour television camera is made up of three basic units (see Fig. 2a). Each unit lens is fitted with a colour filter, so that it will only detect one of the red, green, or blue colours of the scene. The output of these units is combined to give the brightness or luminance signal level, known as Y.

To receive colour pictures it is essential that additional information is transmitted to give references to the colour content of the picture. This information is governed by the three basic proportions of coloured light: brightness, hue, and saturation.

**BRIGHTNESS**

Brightness, or luminance, is an indication of the quantity of light reflected or projected to the eye. In monochrome pictures degrees of brightness may range from zero (black) up through all shades of grey to pure white. A pure white object radiates or reflects all white light striking it while a black object reflects none.

The sensitivity of the human eye varies between different colours. In other words, some colours would appear to be "brighter" than others when projected with equal power. A large number of measurements of subjective human response have been made and the result averaged to produce a standard characteristic.

The sensitivity factor has been determined as follows:
- Red 30\% (0-3r);
- Green 59\% (0-6g);
- Blue 11\% (0-lb).

Each camera unit is, therefore, attenuated to give the correct illusion (see Fig. 2b). If the separate units are given an equal output of say, 1V, the luminance (or brightness) signal will be Y = 0-3r + 0-6g + 0-lb.

It is also established that these colours in this proportion will yield white light and subsequently this arrangement will serve for transmission in monochrome.

**HUE**

The hue or chrominance of an object is the actual colour—red, green, or blue. Such distinctions as light or dark when applied to a given colour do not change the hue. Colours which belong to the same family have the same hue. For example, light pink and dark red are the same hue, and fall into the same category relative to hue, namely, red. Light blue, dark blue, deep blue, all have the same hue, namely blue. Yellow is a hue; greenish yellow, light yellow, chrome yellow, all fall into the same category, namely, yellow.

**SATURATION**

The saturation of a colour is a measure of its dilution with white light and the degree of saturation will determine the shade or the tint of the colour. A fully saturated colour contains no white light and degrees of saturation applied to a colour will, therefore, determine the redness, blueness, and greenness.

Thus, these three factors, brightness, hue, and saturation, enable the eye to distinguish between colours and to receive colour pictures it will follow that information must be transmitted with reference to these three factors.

In the PAL system the luminance signal (Y) occupies the whole bandwidth of the video channel and provides information on the brightness of the transmitted picture.

The colour information that refers to hue and saturation is transmitted in the form of two chrominance signals (see Fig. 2b) and modulate a subcarrier in both amplitude and phase so that at any instance information is transmitted on the hue and saturation of the picture being scanned.

These chrominance signals are referred to as (R — Y) and (B — Y) and by mathematical formula will give reference to the colour information required.

The formula shown in Table 1 applies to all of the colours that can be “matched” from the three basic primaries; the collective information is transmitted on the two chrominance signals.

![Fig. 2a. Three basic colour units in the camera](image)

![Fig. 2b. Attenuation to each colour to provide chrominance signals](image)
Fig. 3. (R — Y) waveform through the light spectrum

Table 1: FORMULA FOR R — Y AND B — Y VALUES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colour</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>R — Y</th>
<th>B — Y</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyan</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magenta (R + B)</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. (B — Y) waveform through the light spectrum

0.3r + 0.6g + 0.1b, the (R — Y) and (B — Y) is at zero level. Therefore, in the absence of the chrominance signals it is evident that the picture will be received in monochrome.

Reference to Figs. 3 and 4 will give a typical waveform reproduced by the (R — Y) and (B — Y) signals respectively for a picture composed of the colour bars in general use for test purposes.

THREE-GUN TUBE

Since experiments with colour television have been carried out, many different systems employing various techniques have been tried to reproduce an acceptable colour picture. One type of picture tube using a single gun has been the subject of considerable experiment in America, but as yet, cannot be produced in commercial quantities. It is identified as the Lawrence "Chromotron", and may at some future date become a commercial possibility.

However, only one basic design has been produced so far which offers a practical solution to the many problems involved, and this is generally referred to as the "Shadowmask" tube. The ingenious method of actually producing this tube together with a fully simultaneous system which has been developed to almost perfection, will meet all possible requirements for many years to come.

The Shadowmask tube employs three guns which provide the three primary colour light sources (see Fig. 5a).

Each gun is identical in construction and consists of three parallel electron beam assemblies built into a single unit. In each gun, grid no. 1 is the control electrode which controls the intensity of the beam as in a monochrome tube; grid 2 is an accelerator electrode; grid 3 is the main focusing element. Actually, the electric field between grids 3 and 4 provides a focusing effect. Grid no. 4 is called the "convergence electrode".

The convergence electrode for each gun is a small diameter cylinder externally connected to the ultor (an aquadag coating on the inside of the tube) and is operated at about 25,000 volts from a regulated power supply. In addition to these electrodes there are beam-converging pole pieces fitted just in advance of the exit aperture of each gun.

When an additive colour system is in use only three primary colours (red, blue, green) are needed for good colour reproduction of large area segments of the picture. The eye is not particularly colour sensitive to fine detail, and this aspect may be reproduced in monochrome with no apparent loss in the colour value of the overall picture.

Thus, a tri-colour picture tube requires good three colour primary reproduction for large areas, but needs only good black and white response to satisfy the requirement for fine detail. The three luminophors or phosphors which emit light in the primary colours are applied to the face plate of the tube in the form of small dots, in such a way as to constitute a regular system of small triangles or "triads".

These phosphors are caused to glow in the primary colours when excited by a high velocity electron beam. With the recent application of rare earth phosphors, the range of colours produced has been found superior to everyday commercial (printing) colour reproduction.

The diameter of each dot is about 0.42mm and the dots are 0.72mm apart. At normal viewing distance these dimensions are so small that the resolving power
Fig. 5a (below). Three-colour electron gun assembly

Fig. 5b (above). Sectional view of a Mazda colour receiving tube with enlargements inset of a section of the Shadowmask and screen

CONVERGENCE ASSEMBLY—Three pairs of plates act as internal extensions to external pole pieces of "Radial Convergence Magnets". Controls relative position of each electron beam.

TUBE CONSTRUCTION
BASE—B14G, 12 pins, carries supplies to all three guns.
FINAL ANODE BUTTON—Connects 25kV to the internal graphite coating, whence via the electron gun contact springs (not shown) to the three strapped third anodes.
INTERNAL GRAPHITE COATING—Covers the inside of the tube cone and neck from the third anode to the screen. This coating (sometimes called the Fourth Anode) encloses the post-deflection electron paths by one potential. Avoids electrostatic fields set up by nearby current carriers, hence eliminates spurious unwanted beam deflection.
EXTERNAL GRAPHITE COATING—Coating on outside of tube cone connected to chassis; isolated from final anode button. Acts with the internal coating as a high voltage smoothing capacitor.
SHADOWMASK—Steel sheet 0.006in thick, perforated with more than 4 million etched holes 0.012in diameter, one hole for each triad of phosphors. Positioned 3\text{in} from the screen. Aids convergence and alignment of colour beams on the correct colour phosphors.
COLOUR SCREEN—Phosphor dots deposited by photographic techniques. Three different phosphors emit three different colours when bombarded by electrons. Screen is backed by aluminising to maintain the screen at one potential and reflect light towards the viewer; protects the phosphors from ion burn.

Temperature Ranges

HEATER—High resistance tungsten coated with alumina to insulate it from cathode.
CATHODE—Nickel alloy cylinder protrudes through a ceramic insulating disc. End of the cylinder coated with oxides of barium, strontium, and calcium to aid emission.
CONTROL GRID—Closed-end metal cylinder with small hole in the end plate. Beam current controlled by p.d. between cathode and grid to give correct instantaneous mixture of colours at the screen. (0 to —150V).
FIRST ANODE—Attracts the electron beam forward from the cathode. (200 to 500V).
FOCUS ANODE—In conjunction with first and third anodes, creates two electrostatic lenses. Operating voltage (5kV) controls and focuses the electron beam.
THIRD ANODE—Accelerates electrons to a very high velocity (200 million miles per hour). (25kV).

Fig. Sc. External neck components shown looking at the end of the tube neck.

Graphite Coatings
PURITY RING MAGNET—Double ring magnet adjusted by contra-rotation of the tabs. Bends all three beams to permit small variations in the angles at which the beams arrive at the Shadowmask, so that only the right colours strike the right phosphor dots. Only suitable for colour purity in centre area of the screen. Purity over outer areas achieved by moving the deflection yoke along the tube neck.
RADIAL CONVERGENCE MAGNETS—Align the three beams so that they all coincide exactly on passing through the Shadowmask. Static convergence, by adjusting the three radial convergence permanent magnets, applied to the centre area of the screen.
Dynamic convergence, by adjusting the three separate pairs of electromagnets, applied to the outer area of the screen. Waveforms are fed by the line and field scanning circuits.
BLUE GUN LATERAL CONVERGENCE MAGNET—Deflects the blue beam in a lateral direction. Final adjustment to blue convergence is made with the "blue lateral" permanent magnet.
DEFLECTION YOKE—Contains line and field scanning coils to scan all three beams simultaneously in a 625-line raster.

Reproduced from information supplied by Thames Afco Ltd. Values and Tubes Ltd.
or visual acuity of the eye is insufficient to distinguish either the individual dots or the triads. For different luminous intensities of the three phosphor dots in the triads, the eye cannot distinguish the different colours of light, but (and this is the essence of the system) only the result of additive mixing of the colours.

It will now follow that the three electron beams modulated respectively with the R, G and B signals, and passing over the triads in their normal scanning motion across the screen, must be made to pick out one of the required colour dots from each group of triads.

This is the function of the Shadowmask, a metal screen which is mounted a short distance behind the face plate of the tube and has an array of closely spaced holes equal in number to each triad of dots on the screen. Each hole is accurately aligned with respect to each triad of dots (Fig. 5b) and the function of the Shadowmask is to guide the electron beams to a selected group of phosphor dots during the scanning process.

CONVERGENCE

There now remains the need to control the electron beams so that in scanning the screen, only the beam from the appropriate gun reaches the proper individual colour dot of a triad. This is achieved by "convergence", a rather complicated arrangement of weak magnetic fields which is described later.

The precision and accuracy required in the manufacture of the Shadowmask tube is extremely critical as the holes in the mask must line up with the colour triads over the entire face of the tube. To understand fully the magnitude of this feat of engineering it should be appreciated that there are as many as 300,000 holes in the Shadowmask of a 25in colour picture tube, corresponding to something like a million individual colour dots in groups of three.

The method used in production ensures accuracy by using as a basis the Shadowmask itself, complete with perforations, to group the phosphor dots on to the tube face. This mask is manufactured from a photographic reproduction, many times reduced, of a carefully prepared large scale drawing, this being followed by an etching process, initially flat. The mask is then pressed to its ultimate slightly spherical form.

Precision equipment is used to position it accurately with respect to the tube face, which is the actual position it will occupy in the finished tube. One of the phosphors, for example the red one, will have been applied in emulsion form to the face of the tube in a uniform layer.

The assembly apparatus incorporates a point-source of illuminant mounted exactly in the position at which the theoretical deflection will later occur, i.e. when the tube is finally assembled. Thus, the mask fulfills its function for the first time by causing the light passing through its perforations to fall exactly on those points on the emulsion which will be struck by the red beam.

As a result of this irradiation, the emulsion is converted photo-chemically and, by a subsequent process that can be compared with the development of photographic material, the emulsion at those places which received no light is dissolved and washed away, leaving only the red dots as a regular pattern on the tube face plate.

This process is repeated for the green and the blue dots, the beam being directed each time at the point where the respective deflection will finally take place.

![Fig. 6. Block diagram of the colour receiver](image-url)

![Fig. 7. Block diagram of the PAL decoder circuit](image-url)
In this way, the perforations in the mask are made to correspond infallibly to the phosphor triads on the screen.

The simple block diagram shown in Fig. 6 will indicate considerable similarity to the techniques employed in the conventional monochrome receiver. Most of the complicated circuitry involved with colour will be found in the decoder section of the receiver and the convergence fields applied to the Shadowmask tube.

Assuming the reader to be familiar with the techniques employed for monochrome reception, detailed reference will be made to the circuitry which is exclusive to the colour receiver.

**DECODER**

Fig. 7 shows a block diagram of a decoder circuit for a PAL receiver (the name PAL is derived from Phase Alternation Line) and is a development of the American N.T.S.C. system intended to overcome problems of colour distortion due to phase changes in transmission from the studio to the picture cathode ray tube. Any change of phase relationship, caused for example by errors in phase characteristics of long distant links, or by reflections from obstacles, could appear as hue distortion in the received colour picture.

To prevent this distortion becoming objectionable, the phase of one of the chrominance signals contributing to the sub-carrier is reversed on alternate lines. The phase of the other chrominance signal remains constant throughout the transmission. This phase alternation enables hue errors between lines to be corrected in the receiver before the colour signals are fed to the picture tube, thus making the system far less sensitive to phase displacement errors.

The two chrominance signals are impressed upon the sub-carrier at the transmitter and are incorporated as sideband energy within the composite vision signal. This sub-carrier is phase-modulated for colour hue, and amplitude modulated for colour saturation. Fig. 8a shows the phase of the chrominance signals (R — Y) and (B — Y) plotting a vector to give a colour reference for cyan. Diagrammatically, the vector line would lengthen with increased amplitude modulation, and saturation for this particular colour would adjust itself accordingly.

The combined chrominance information (R — Y) and (B — Y) in composite form is extracted from the overall video signal by a high pass filter, which eliminates the low frequency brightness or luminance component, leaving only the chrominance information, which is then amplified and fed into the delay line circuit.

At this stage, the (R — Y) and (B — Y) information is separated, by a delay line of 64μs, the period of one line scan.

To understand the function of the delay line circuit, one should consider a given instant of time (see Fig. 8b). Taking a phase reference of the chrominance signal, and feeding into the delay line will give the reverse (R — Y) values for that reference simultaneously.

It will be remembered that in the PAL system, the phase of (R — Y) is reversed on alternate line scans. A line scan period is 65μs, the exact time constant of the delay line. Therefore, the output from the delay line will give the phase reference of the previous line scan at the same instant of the present line scan. These simultaneous references are added and subtracted to give the separate (B — Y) and (R — Y) values respectively.

As the chrominance signal is really sideband energy, it is necessary to reintroduce the carrier component for demodulation, and this is the function of a crystal oscillator circuit, operating at 4-43MHz, and called the colour reference oscillator. Having reinserted the carrier the separated colour information is then demodulated and amplified as a video output signal. The (G — Y) content is determined from a proportion of the sum of (R — Y) and (B — Y), resulting in three colour difference video references which are fed to the c.r.t. grids.

It is essential that the colour reference oscillator must be accurately synchronised with the original suppressed sub-carrier at the transmitter, and therefore the circuit requires a reference to determine the phase of the oscillator.

Incorporated in the composite transmitted signal is a colour burst reference, a sample of the transmitter sub-carrier frequency, which remains constant, and is used as a measure to synchronise the oscillator with the original sub-carrier suppressed at the transmitter. This colour burst reference is made to produce correcting voltages that bring the phase and frequency of the oscillator exactly into line with that of the original sub-carrier.

The burst signal is “gated” by means of a pulse from the line output stage, so that only this reference is passed to the burst amplifier. In the absence of the chrominance signal, i.e. a monochrome transmission, there is no burst reference to the phase detector. This condition is utilised to cut off the function of the chrominance amplifier, and can be termed the “automatic killer” or “turn-off” of the decoder circuitry.

The (R — Y) reference signal is switched 180 degrees line-by-line by means of a switch triggered by a pulse from the line output stage, producing a switching waveform to reinsert the reference carrier to the correct phase.

**Next month: Setting-up a receiver for colour**
This article describes how a simple high gain, sensitive electronic relay can be employed as a bath water level indicator or flood alarm. Some additional applications are included to extend its usefulness. The action of the alarm depends on the contact through water between two wire probes, which constitute the input circuit. The probes can be adjusted to any required water level and can be hung over the side of the bath. Connection from the probes is made to a portable alarm unit, which provides an audio note or visual winking indication when the water short-circuits the two probe wires. Since the whole device is battery powered there is no danger in its operation and no risks of electric shock.

**“SUPER” TRANSISTOR**

One of the most versatile and simple of direct coupled multi-stage circuits is the Darlington or super-alpha pair. The latter name describes what is in essence a “super” transistor, for in practice the pair, TR1 and TR2, can be considered as a single transistor with a combined gain approximating to the product of the two individual transistor gains. In theory then, the overall gain of this circuit would be 225² since the $h_{fe}$ of each 2N2926 used is 225.

One shortcoming of this kind of circuit is the effect of leakage currents, since by transistor action the total leakage current of this compound stage would be a function of the product of the gains. If similar high gain germanium transistors were used, saturation would occur with no applied input, unless the first transistor of the pair is biased. In this particular circuit low leakage silicon types were used to reduce this trouble to negligible proportions.

The active terminals of this compound transistor are indicated by the reference C, B, and E (collector, base, and emitter). The input short from the water probe is applied to the base by current limiting resistor R1. A 330 ohm 6 volt relay provides the load, with its coil shunted by a diode for transient suppression.

The relay contacts RLA1 operate to supply power from the battery to an oscillating circuit TR3 and TR4, the time constants of which providing a pulse repetition frequency of about 50Hz with a 3:1 mark/space ratio. This gives to the speaker output an imperative boat horn quality that would alert anyone to stop it by turning the taps off and removing the probe.

**WINKING LAMP**

The construction of the main alarm unit is straightforward, most of the components being mounted on a piece of Veroboard (Fig. 2). A miniature jack socket, 3in loudspeaker, and battery switch are all fitted to a small box, which is easily made from plywood or hardboard and suitably decorated.

An alternative to the audible alarm is a winking lamp—especially useful for deaf persons. This does not require any rearrangement of component assembly. The coupling capacitors C1 and C2 should be changed to 100µF; the loudspeaker should be replaced by a 6 volt 60mA bulb, preferably housed in a red-lensed panel lampholder. This type of indicator would provide a considerable saving in battery power, the total consumption of the unit being about 80mA.

**RAIN SENSOR**

Some applications with suggested modifications will now be pursued. For use as a rain sensor the probes can be substituted by a piece of Veroboard or Lektrokit chassis plate No. 5 or 6. The copper strips can be wired so that the whole area of the board is used as a series of parallel copper sensors, alternate strips being connected together.

**LATCHING**

A simple latching arrangement is shown in Fig. 3. This could be employed where a wave action is set up on the water surface. One such application might be a swimming pool, or a private or public lido, where any unauthorised intrusion would provide the requisite wave action to complete the probe circuit. Although this water switch action is of short duration the relay will latch and the alarm will sound until the supply is disconnected.

When the probe circuit is made by the wave action, RLA1 closes, activating the 8 volt bell alarm. Diode D2, which normally blocks any collector current through the bell alarm, is now forward biased with the relay contacts closed, and will keep the relay latched...
Fig. 1. Complete circuit of the water alarm. The dotted circle encloses the super-alpha pair.

Fig. 2. Component layout on the Veroboard and the underside view. The transistor connections are shown below right. The lower two TR3 and TR4 are shown looking at the wire ends.

Fig. 3. Simple latching to overcome wave action.
on with the passing of the wave. To de-energise the relay it will be necessary to flick the supply switch momentarily to return the relay contacts to standby.

The contacts on the relay will not carry sufficient current to switch a water pump but a supplementary relay of adequate rating can be placed in series with the contacts RLA1.

The maximum rating of the miniature open type relay used in this circuit is 115V a.c. 2A.

WATER SWITCH FOR BOATS
Another application that could usefully be explored is the use of the unit as an automatic water switch for electric motors in model boats. Here any mechanical switch could be dispensed with as the total leakage of the compound pair TR1 and TR2 is only about 20μA.

With the model placed on the water surface the motor would immediately start and stop on its removal.

PROBE
The probe was made up from a 5-way terminal block. The probe suspension hook is made from 14 s.w.g. wire shaped to hook on to the side of the bath and then sleeved. This is then pushed home into the two outer terminals and clamped by the retaining screws.

The centre terminal was used to hold the miniature twin screened cable but, before insertion of this, about an inch of the insulation should be stripped and the exposed wires tinned. When these wires appear through the centre terminal they are doubled back through terminals 2 and 4. Two lengths of 16 s.w.g. wire, one about 12 inches and the other about 10 inches are also placed into these terminals and the retaining screws tightened down.

Any adjustment of probe height for the detection of different water levels can be achieved by loosening the two screws in each outer terminal, holding the probe retaining wires, and sliding the terminal block along these to the desired level. The screws are then tightened. It can be seen that the moulded polythene block forms an insulated support for the probes at any desired height.

The twin screened wire was used for convenience of mounting and clamping in the terminal block.
One apparent drawback of using semiconductor integrated circuits is that the user cannot have any control over the actual circuitry of the device he intends to use. Therefore, he must think in terms of building blocks; instead of designing circuits around components, he must now design systems around the blocks; instead of designing circuits around 'components', he must think in terms of building blocks. This makes life a lot simpler, but nevertheless the long term implications are tremendous.

Those users already converted usually look upon integrated circuits as a method of removing the tedium of wiring routine repetitive circuits, thus allowing more sophisticated thought to the overall design of the equipment being built.

As the prices of integrated circuits are rapidly approaching the prices of individual transistors, the experimenter can get more "electronic function" for his money, and can therefore involve himself in systems much more complex than those he has previously been used to.

As it was felt early on that integrated circuits would have to be manufactured on a really large scale to obtain cost benefits, the original manufacturers decided to make circuits which could be standardised most easily, and would be in most demand. Undoubtedly the most commonly used electronic circuits are switching circuits, flip-flops, and logic gates, therefore most low cost circuits fall into this category.

The fact that there are only a few possible combinations of components to make these circuits has resulted in a natural standardisation between manufacturers, and although there are many manufacturers, the types of logic circuits they make usually fall into any of four or five main groups. A point worth mentioning here is that although the same types of circuit may be offered by different manufacturers, it does not necessarily imply that the terminal connections are the same.

Linear (or non-digital) circuits are not nearly so easily standardised as any constructor will know. For example there are innumerable ways in which one can wire up an audio amplifier stage to give either similar, or subtly modified performances. For this reason the numbers of amplifiers available are not nearly so great; the prices are usually higher than for digital circuits.

Four Common Families

The four most common families of circuit to be encountered at presents are RTL (resistor transistor logic), DTL (diode transistor logic), TTL (transistor transistor logic), and ECL (emitter coupled current steered logic). In nearly all these families the unit block is either a NAND or a NOR gate with anything from one to six inputs. Most circuits are available as multiple gates, the controlling factor being the number of inputs and gates per package. For example, one package might contain four independent gates each with two inputs, or two gates each with four inputs, and so on. The other standard circuits common to all families are bistable, and monostable multivibrators of various types.

It is the basic gate which determines the family, and examples of each of the four main types are shown in Figs. 15 to 18. Generally speaking the user need not worry too much about the actual circuitry of the package, but he should know the overall characteristics of each type in relationship to each other, as this could affect the choice of family for a given application.

Resistor Transistor Logic

RTL was one of the very first families of circuits to be made, largely due to its comparative simplicity and ease of manufacture. Because of this it is now one of the cheapest types of circuit available on the market.

Operation of the gate is very easy to understand (see Fig. 15a). If any input is in a "high" state, i.e. has a logical "1" or a positive potential applied to it, the output will fall to level "0". Only when all inputs are at level "0" will the output rise to level "1". The operating function of the gate is therefore NOT or OR NOR.

This description of the function of the gate is usually written on data sheets in the form of a "truth table", which shows the condition of the output for all possible combinations of logic levels at the input.

This is sometimes expressed on data sheets in Boolean algebraic form. For example, \( D = (A + B + C) \), which simply means \( D \) is not equal to \( A \) or \( B \) or \( C \). Both these expressions are common to any three-input NOR gate irrespective of the circuitry, and therefore it is possible to write a symbol which can be used in logic diagrams of systems to show that the gate required is of the NOR type (see Fig. 15b).

Although it is doubtful if the amateur would be worried by limitations in speed, it is worth noting that with RTL a compromise has to be drawn between the propagation delay of a gate, and its power dissipation. It is always desirable to keep power dissipation low as in large computer systems, which may involve thousands of such gates, the overall power consumption can be
enormous. Unfortunately, to reduce the power dissipation of RTL, it is necessary to increase all the resistance values proportionally. This immediately reduces the switching speed of the gate as the capacitance of the output has a larger resistive load through which to discharge.

This problem can be overcome by bypassing the input resistors with capacitors which act as a low impedance path to the pulse without upsetting the transistor bias conditions. It is undesirable to include capacitors in integrated circuits, and to achieve this faster switching speed involves greater costs.

A further point worth mentioning is that the driving current for any gates connected to the output of a particular stage has to be supplied via the collector load resistor of the driving stage. There is thus a maximum number of gates which can be driven successfully by a single stage, and this is again proportional to the value of the resistive load, and indirectly proportional to the switching speed.

Typical parameters of RTL gates are as follows:

- Power requirements \((V_{CC})\) \(-3\) to \(+5\) V
- Power dissipation (per gate) \(12\) mW
- Propagation delay (per stage) \(15\) ns
- Fan-out (per gate) \(5\)
- Fan-in \(2\) to \(4\)
- Flip-flop frequencies \(20\) MHz

An important feature of all types of gate is "noise margin". This is the difference in voltage between the state of an input, and the voltage necessary to make the gate change its logical state. There are many arguments as to what "noise margin" actually is, but it can be considered as a "safety margin" between the triggering levels of a gate. In general, the larger this margin the better.

With all types of gate this safety margin is reduced as the fan-out load is increased and consequently if systems involving large numbers of fan-outs are required, the noise margin of the gate must be as large as possible to prevent accidental triggering from spurious signals. RTL unfortunately does not have a good noise margin compared with other systems; therefore, fan-outs should be kept down to five or less. The typical value of noise margin for RTL is \(300\) mV.

DIODE TRANSISTOR LOGIC

A more sophisticated gate is the diode transistor logic (DTL) gate shown in Fig. 16. Again this is a very popular circuit, and consequently is relatively low priced, but it has certain advantages over RTL.

The most immediate difference is that the input resistors of RTL are dropped in favour of multiple diodes. This is a much more satisfactory circuit to make in integrated circuit form for the reasons stated previously. A secondary advantage of this form of input is the ease with which fan-in can be expanded merely by paralleling further diodes to the direct entry point, or common node.

The effect of the first transistor, and the coupling diode, is to improve the noise margin of the gate, and the second transistor gives signal inversion (not function) as well as acting as a driver for subsequent stages. The overall function of such a gate is NAND.

An important feature of this NAND gate is the way in which it is possible to parallel the outputs of several gates to carry out the OR function between gates with no extra components. This operation is called "wired or", and can save a considerable number of components in some types of system.

The power dissipation per gate is relatively low, and fan-outs are high, thus making it an ideal all round gate for universal applications.

Typical parameters are:

- Power requirements \((V_{CC})\) \(5\) V
- Dissipation (per gate) \(16\) mW
- Propagation delay (per stage) \(25\) ns
- Fan-out (per gate) \(8\)
- Fan-in (using expander diodes) Up to \(20\)
- Flip-flop frequencies \(8\) or \(20\) MHz
- Noise margin (typically) \(1\) V

TRANSISTOR TRANSISTOR LOGIC

A neck and neck runner with DTL in the popularity race is transistor transistor logic (TTL). This is sometimes called TIL.

Referring to Fig. 17 it can be seen that the diode inputs are replaced with a multiple emitter transistor. Each emitter acts as a diode but, as they are coupled to form the active part of a transistor, gain is injected which helps towards enhancing the noise margin. This stage is followed by a phase splitter, which drives two output transistors operating in push pull.

As with DTL the overall function of the gate is NOT and (NAND), but the advantage it holds over DTL is its
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Smart pocket size case. Size 6 x 3 x 1.8 in. Fully tunable over both Medium and Long Waves. Incorporates pre-tagged circuit board, 5 stages—3 transistors and 5 diodes—ferrite rod aerial, tuning condenser, volume control, 3in. moving coil speaker, etc. Easy build plans and parts price list 2/- (FREE with kit).
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Attractive case size 7 x 3 x 1.8 in. Fully tunable over both Medium and Long Waves. Incorporates pre-tagged circuit board, 5 stages—3 transistors and 5 diodes—ferrite rod aerial, tuning condenser, volume control, 3in. moving coil speaker, etc. Easy build plans and parts price list 2/- (FREE with kit).

Total building costs 79/6 P. & P. 3/6
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very low output impedance both in the "1" and "0" condition. This means that the gate can be used to drive relatively high capacitance loads without seriously affecting the switching speed, or alternatively the fan-out can be considerably greater.

Unfortunately this advantage has to be paid for at the expense of power dissipation which is relatively high, and rises as the pulse repetition frequency increases. This increase in dissipation is caused by the fact that on one portion of the switching cycle both output transistors are conducting simultaneously for a short period, thus giving a short circuit path to earth. As the mark/space ratio between consecutive pulses decreases, the effect of the short circuit condition becomes more marked.

A secondary effect caused by the same action is that of current "spikes" being fed back down the power lines, which in the worst case could trigger other gates if the spikes exceeded the noise margin. This problem is only likely to occur in complex systems, and can be avoided by carefully decoupling power lines between stages.

Typical parameters of TTL gates are:

- Power requirements ($V_{cc}$): +5V
- Dissipation (per gate): 22mW
- Propagation delay: 25ns
- Fan-out (per gate): 15
- Fan-in: 4
- Flip-flop frequency: 20MHz
- Noise margin: 1V

It is not possible to expand the fan-in by coupling extra diodes, neither is it possible to carry out wired or due to the very low output impedance in both states.

CURRENT MODE LOGIC

So far we have dealt with one group of logic circuits which are all "saturating" circuits. This means that the two states are defined by a transistor being either switched hard on or off. When this happens voltage swings tend to be in the same order as supply voltages (3 to 4 volts). This causes a substantial reduction in switching speeds as any stray capacitance in the circuit has to charge to this voltage before switching can occur.

For most amateur applications the switching speeds mentioned so far for RTL, DTL, and TTL would be more than adequate. The requirement for increased switching speed brought about the development of non-saturating logic, which has very low voltage swings, giving overall propagation delays for gates as small as 1-5ns. Fig. 18a shows such a circuit. This circuit configuration is called emitter-coupled current-steered logic (ECCSL) or sometimes current mode logic (CML).

The circuit (Fig. 18a) is similar to a differential amplifier, the transition between the "1" and the "0" state being defined by the reference voltage $V_b$. When the gate input transistor bases are below this reference the current from the common emitter resistor flows through the reference transistor. When any of the inputs rise above the reference voltage the current will be steered through the resistive collector load of the input transistors. This causes the output D to go negative, and D to go positive.

The overall function of such a gate is OR or OR NOT or (NOR) depending on which output point is used. As the logic levels are relative to the reference voltage it is very important that this reference voltage is stable. In practice this voltage is obtained from a simple regulator circuit which resembles a Zener diode stabiliser built into the chip.

Two conventional diodes are used to generate this reference voltage from the forward voltage drop across them which is approximately 1.1V. This forward voltage drop is temperature dependent, which is why the stabilising circuit is built into the chip. Any changes in temperature will affect the circuit as a whole, and to a certain extent the effect will be neutralised. Nevertheless this circuit cannot withstand wide variations of temperature.

Noise margin is very low, and power dissipation is high as current is always flowing through one collector load or the other.

The circuit has been mentioned here for general interest, but it is not to be recommended for general amateur use unless ultra high speed is absolutely essential.

BISTABLE ELEMENT

A very important circuit to the logic user is the flip-flop, or binary element. Every range of gates whether it be RTL, DTL, or TTL has associated with it one or two types of flip-flop. At first sight these are most formidable looking circuits compared with the straightforward Eccles Jordan types of circuit with which we are more familiar.

The simplest form of bistable element is the RS (reset/set) type. This can be made by cross-coupling two 2-input NOR gates as shown in Fig. 19. If a pulse is applied to one of the inputs, the element will take on a condition where one output will be high, and the other low. This condition will be held indefinitely until a pulse is applied to the other input, when the circuit condition will be reversed. These conditions can be shown in the truth table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input R</th>
<th>Input S</th>
<th>Output Q</th>
<th>Output Q</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. TRUTH TABLE FOR TWO NOR GATES

Fig. 18a. One form of ECCSL NOR/OR gate

Fig. 18b. Logic symbol for OR gate
When both inputs are simultaneously at condition "1" there is no set rule for the output, as this will be dependent on the internal parameters of the components giving rise to an ambiguous condition. This is an undesirable state of affairs; therefore, the circuit has to be modified to prevent ambiguity and to ensure that when "1" appears simultaneously on both inputs the bistable will change state irrespective of its previous condition. This type is called a "J K flip-flop".

It is usual in a system to command the flip-flop to change state with a "clock" or command pulse. To do this the J K inputs are each gated through an AND gate with the clock pulse.

Fig. 19b shows the block logic diagram of such a circuit. There are J, K, R, and S inputs, and a clock input. With such a unit it is possible to make binary divider chains, shift registers, ripple counters and ring counters by arranging the input and output connections accordingly.

By cascading four binaries with suitable feedback it is possible to make a scale of ten counter. Some manufacturers actually offer complete counting chains and shift registers in a single chip of silicon, which would be housed in the same size package as a single binary. While these steps to large scale integration are at present comparatively expensive, it is easily foreseeable that in the next year or so a complete scale of ten counter will cost very little more than a single binary element using discrete components.

There are many special types of logic circuits available within each family: inverters, buffers, power gates, monostables, and gate expanders. In the main these are self-explanatory, but it is worth mentioning that some of the power gates and buffers are quite capable of driving low power indicator lamps or relays. These should, however, be used with care and limiting currents should not be exceeded. One must remember that while it is a comparatively cheap matter to replace a single transistor in a conventional circuit when it has been overloaded, the whole of the integrated circuit is scrap even if the only fault is a damaged output transistor. On the whole, however, integrated circuits are very tolerant, and manufacturers go to great lengths to make them immune to such effects as short circuits between terminals.

**Next month: Linear amplifying circuits**
The fuzz effect produces a marked change in the tone of a guitar or other sound source, and may be used to add more interest to appropriate musical passages. Various mechanical means of producing these effects are supplemented by purely electronic methods. Some of the electronic circuits are capable of introducing considerable signal gain or "volume boost" whilst others consist of diode limiters or similar devices, and do not result in an increase in volume.

Examination of the circuit diagram (Fig. 1) and other constructional diagrams, shows that the "fuzz module", which is the basis of the electronic fuzz effects described in this article, is both cheap and easy to construct. The printed circuit board is the standard P.E. "Bonanza Board" design without any link wires.

A number of effects are introduced, sometimes separately, sometimes simultaneously, according to the operating conditions. They are:

1. Severe amplitude distortion and harmonic generation;
2. Treble boost;
3. Frequency division by various discrete factors;
4. Intermodulation when fed with two or more frequencies;
5. Tremolo (when one or both diodes are omitted).

**BASIC PRINCIPLE**

The main function of the first stage TR1 is as an impedance-matching device, as many guitars are designed for high impedance operation. Although a certain amount of distortion, and clipping of the waveform peaks, may occur here, the main effects are brought about by the circuitry of the remaining two stages.

The second stage TR2 functions as a non-linear amplifier, and although it can be biased into a linear amplifying state when quiescent or at low signal level, even here it is not used linearly, as it usually becomes overdriven in normal use.

The third transistor TR3 is the output stage, and is usually overdriven, giving even more distortion. As its output voltage is quite high, and is likely to have a peak-to-peak value equal to almost the full supply voltage of about 9 volts, this stage is usually followed by an attenuator as described elsewhere in this article.

**AMPLITUDE DISTORTION**

The fuzz module produces amplitude distortion in several ways; this originates principally in TR2. If this transistor is biased to an extent where "bottoming" occurs, it will amplify on signal peaks of one polarity only, producing a "spiked" or pulsed collector voltage waveform. Signal peaks of this same polarity may be clipped by diode D1, if of sufficient amplitude.

Peaks of the opposite polarity are clipped by the transistor itself. If the transistor is biased into a slightly less conductive region, signal peaks of one polarity will be much amplified, giving a spiky waveform, whereas the remainder of the waveform will not be amplified very much.

Further alteration of the bias is likely to result in high sensitivity, and this can be used to produce acoustic feedback. This is due to a change of the operating point of TR2 to a point of high gain. Increase of the bias to the point of "bottoming" or just beyond, results in low sensitivity, tending to suppress feedback effects. Where waveform peaks can overcome this bias, the resultant volume of the distorted sound output from the loudspeaker can be great.
Amplitude distortion and waveform clipping generate plenty of harmonics, which gives the fuzz sounds such a rasping quality.

**TREBLE BOOST**

The coupling capacitors are of low value to give some treble boost. The effect may be boosted further by the removal, or reduction in values, of the negative feedback capacitor C4, at a slight risk that stray capacitances may cause the circuit to produce unwanted high frequency oscillation. The treble boost is also more evident when TR2 is biased to give a high gain.

**FREQUENCY DIVISION**

Frequency division occurs mostly when TR2 is "bottomed", or nearly so. Not all the peaks of the incoming waveform will then transfer the transistor over to an amplifying state. This happens only at intervals, but must bear a definite relation to the input frequency. The output is then at a frequency lower than that of the input, and known as a "sub-harmonic".

Since the division may be by a ratio of two or some higher number, the "sub-harmonic" frequency is often quite low. Hence the fuzz module is capable of introducing more bass as well as more treble frequencies into the output, thus reproducing the guitar sound over a wider portion of the audio spectrum. (Might the popularity of this "frequency range expansion" be related to what is known in some circles as "consciousness expansion"?)

**INTERMODULATION**

When two or more strings are played simultaneously, intermodulation is almost certain to occur. This is a well known phenomenon which results in the production of additional tones, which are not harmonically related to the notes played. The result is often not musical, though with skill in use, the effect can be made musically useful.

**TREMOL0**

If one or both diodes are omitted from the circuit, a tremolo effect may be produced, dependent upon periodic (but not always regular) blocking of TR3. If this effect is required, a switch may be included in
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TUNER-AMPLIFIERS

for the

BUDGET SYSTEM

127 STEREO TUNER-AMPLIFIER (illustrated)  £40.1.6
127M MONO TUNER-AMPLIFIER  £29.18.9
227M MONO TUNER-AMPLIFIER  £40.1.6
OPTIONAL CASE, teak and vinyl hide  £3.15.9

Three tuner-amplifiers, identical in size and similar in styling, each with the same high performance AM-FM Tuner incorporated. The 227M provides 10 watts power output whilst the 127M, with 5 watts output, is designed for those whose power requirements are more modest. The 127 is the stereo version of 127M, having two amplifiers, each of 5 watts output. All three have similar facilities: pick-up and tape inputs, tape recording output, bass and treble tone controls.

For full details and technical specifications of all models, plus list of stockists, post coupon or write mentioning 11PE67.
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You can depend on Shure quality MICROPHONES For amateur radio communications

Shure Model 444 Controlled Magnetic Microphone
Specially designed for radio communications, giving optimum performance from single sideband transmitters as well as AM and FM units. Response cuts off sharply below 300 c/s and above 3,000 c/s, with a rising characteristic to 3,000 c/s. This results in optimum speech intelligibility and audio punch to cut through noise interference. High impedance. Dependable under all operating conditions. Complete with switch for instantaneous press-to-talk or VOX operation; finger-tip control bar; long-life switch; adjustable microphone height; sturdy, high-impact base and case; 7 ft. two-conductor shielded cable.
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series with D2, and mounted on the chassis. If an increase in the duration of the blocking action is required, a larger value of capacitor may be placed in parallel with C5, which couples the signal from TR2 to the base of TR3. Values tried may be up to several microfarads and these higher values may be either paper or electrolytic as convenient.

WAVEFORM JITTER

Waveform jitter is an effect deliberately produced in mechanical fuzz units. A small amount of "jitter" is produced in this electronic fuzz module and originates in slight irregularities in the incoming signal. Some of these irregularities are amplified and intensified to a certain degree, giving rise to random effects. The result is a slight waveform "jitter" which can be observed with an oscilloscope and, if intensified, gives rise to some interesting effects.

BUILD THE MODULE

Using components in the parts list (see Fig. 1), construct the fuzz module on the basic printed circuit pattern shown in Fig. 2. This particular pattern is, in fact, the P.E. Bonanza Board design, but a new one can be made by using one of several printed circuit kits now on the amateur market. The pattern in Fig. 2 is printed full size so that it can be used as a template.

There should be no difficulty in mounting the components on the other side of the board, provided the usual precautions are taken when soldering. Fig. 3 should be followed to help obtain a neat finished result.

Before testing the module, check that your construction is correct, and agrees with the circuit diagram. C4 may be omitted unless there are signs of h.f. instability.

Before incorporating the module in the chassis, read the following notes on applications, then decide what effects are required and construct the chassis accordingly. Placement of components in the chassis for both versions A and B is given as a rough guide, but there is plenty of room to alter the layout if required.

Simple version—Fuzz Box A

TEST THE MODULE

To test the fuzz module the following will be required: an audio amplifier with loudspeaker, an electric guitar or a microphone (most microphones are suitable, but one of medium impedance between 500 ohms and 100 kilohms is advised), a 9 volt battery, a 100 kilohm potentiometer, and an attenuator to prevent overloading of the amplifier input.

A simple variable attenuator circuit (shown in Fig. 4) is connected to the output of the module, with the attenuator output wired to the input of the power amplifier. The circuit for testing the module is shown in Fig. 5, and may be temporarily set up for this purpose before the module is used in a more advanced project such as a fuzz box or other effects unit.

All volume controls should be set to a low level, and a sound signal injected into the system from the guitar or microphone. Adjust the controls so that the sound comes through at a reasonable level, and carefully vary VR1 to give different levels of distortion and gain. This may result in acoustic feedback at certain points, with lower volume at both top and bottom settings. Set VR1, in conjunction with the volume controls, for best results, giving a rasping tone to the signal.

NOISE LEVEL

At some settings of the controls, the circuit can be quite noisy, but careful adjustment can reduce this to a lower level. Signal-to-noise ratio is also better with some instruments than with others, and may depend upon the settings of the controls on the guitar itself.

USING THE MODULE

For those with economy in mind, the module may simply be installed in a screened metal box along with standard audio input and output sockets, battery, and on/off switch. A small carbon resistor may be connected from the "bias input" to the negative supply, the value chosen to give the degree of distortion required. A suggested value is 1 megohm.

If the attenuator network is omitted, it is best to connect a 4-7 megohm resistor in series with the output, to cut down the output signal and avoid overload to the main amplifier. The complete chassis using this simple arrangement is shown in Fig. 6. The fixed resistor R7b can be switched in by S2.

An arrangement which is in general more satisfactory as a "fuzz box" is shown in the circuit diagram of Fig. 7, and the layout is shown in Fig. 8. This circuit uses the variable attenuator with two boost switches S1 and S2. In both designs the battery is switched into circuit by the insertion of a "tip-sleeve" jack plug into JK2. The connection is made between the jack...
The photograph (right) shows the interior of the simple Fuzz Box A

**COMPONENTS . . .**

**FUZZ BOX 'A' COMPLETE**
(Simple version Fig. 6)

In addition to the Fuzz Module:
- VR1: 100kΩ linear carbon potentiometer
- R7b: 4.7MΩ 10% 1/2W carbon resistor
- S2: Single pole, on/off, toggle switch
- JK1: Jack socket, tip and sleeve, with plug
- JK2: Jack socket, tip and sleeve insulated from mounting (Bulgin type J16 with plug)
- S2: Push-to-make, push-to-break, double-pole, double-throw switch (Bulgin type SR 270)

**FUZZ BOX 'B' COMPLETE**
(Advanced version Fig. 8)

In addition to the Fuzz Module and all components for the simple version:
- VR2: 100kΩ log. carbon potentiometer
- S1: Single pole, on/off, toggle switch
- R7a: 100kΩ 10% 1/2W carbon resistor
- R8: 100kΩ 10% 1/2W carbon resistor

Note: When testing the module the following are also required for the attenuator (see Fig. 4):
- VR3: 2MΩ log. carbon potentiometer
- R7a: 100kΩ 10% 1/2W carbon resistor
- R8: 100kΩ 10% 1/2W carbon resistor

**COMPONENTS . . .**

**FUZZ BOX 'B' COMPLETE**
(Advanced version Fig. 8)

In addition to the Fuzz Module and all components for the simple version:
- VR2: 100kΩ log. carbon potentiometer
- S1: Single pole, on/off, toggle switch

Note: When testing the module the following are also required for the attenuator (see Fig. 4):
- VR3: 2MΩ log. carbon potentiometer
- R7a: 100kΩ 10% 1/2W carbon resistor
- R8: 100kΩ 10% 1/2W carbon resistor
mounting nut (chassis) and the plug sleeve connected to battery positive.

Although the circuit can be built in a much smaller box than that shown, and will fit with ease in a box only 6in x 3in x 2\frac{1}{2}in, the larger size is more convenient for use on stage, particularly when operated by a foot on the push button "action" switch S3.

One advantage of this arrangement is that, in the straight-through or "non-fuzz" position of the "action switch" S3, the guitar signal passes straight through the unit absolutely unchanged. In some commercial and amateur designs, this is not the case; the signal may be attenuated or interfered with in some other way.

**Making Your Guitar Howl**

The boost switches S1 and S2, which are used in the better design (Figs. 7 and 8), can be used singly or in combination to produce a very strong fuzz signal, which usually results in acoustic feedback or howl.

Your loudspeakers and amplifier should be able to handle the extra volume without damage. (Some manufacturers guarantee that certain of their amplifier and loudspeaker equipment is built to withstand operation under continuous overload conditions. Others do not, and in some cases the equipment might fail. It is a wise precaution to check on this point first.) Here is an opportunity to make simultaneous use of the vibrato arm, or a "bottleneck".

**Other Uses**

The fuzz module may be used in theatrical production to disguise the voice. In this connection, and also for guitar use, simultaneous introduction of other effects such as echo, reverberation, tremolo, treble or bass boost, or filters as used in electronic organs can add greatly to the tonal interest. These other effects should be added between the fuzz module and the power amplifier in order to modify the output waveform of the fuzz module.

**Anti-HowlRound**

For some purposes it may be desirable to use high volume without acoustic feedback. This can be done by turning VR1 carefully clockwise—towards the negative supply. At first, feedback will be intense, but a point can be found where the feedback will subside, yet ample volume will be available from the unit, often considerably higher than can be obtained with the instrument connected straight to the amplifier.

---

**Fig. 9.** Using an l.f. oscillator and low pass filter, add VR4, C7, and R9 to the bias control VR1 for rhythmic fuzz

**Rhythmic Fuzz**

The behaviour of the module is greatly influenced by the amount of negative bias fed to the bias input. Also a small amount of positive bias will switch off TR2, and effectively block the signal path altogether. The experimenter may take advantage of these features for various purposes including remote or automatic control over the module.

One suggestion here is to connect the bias input to a low frequency oscillator (as used in tremolo units) according to the circuit in Fig. 9, when the fuzz output quality and amplitude will be controlled by the oscillator to give a rhythmic fuzz effect. The oscillator may be run at around 6Hz for most purposes.

---
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This series will discuss the nature of nuclear radiations and the design and use of electronic equipment for their detection and measurement.

Constructive experiments and observations which can be carried out by schools, amateur clubs, and individuals will be included.

These articles will also serve as a comprehensive introduction to pulse circuit techniques for students of atomic physics.

1—THE NATURE OF NUCLEAR RADIATIONS

It is important that we first of all understand what the word nucleonics stands for. Nuclear physics, or the study of the atomic nucleus, is sometimes referred to as nucleonics; but more usually this term is applied to the electronic techniques and equipment designed specifically for the generation, registration, detection, quantitative measurement, and general study of radiation emitted by the atomic nucleus.

ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATIONS

There are two important classes of nuclear radiations. Firstly, there are the energy quanta emitted by displacements of the constituents of an atomic nucleus. These radiations are known as gamma rays.

Also generally included in this category are X-rays, although these do not originate from the nuclei of atoms, but from the energy quanta involved in the displacement of the innermost planetary electrons around the atomic nucleus. (Similarly displacements of the outermost planetary electrons around the atomic nucleus involve much smaller energy quanta, so that the corresponding radiations are visible light, or wavelengths of electromagnetic radiation close thereto.)

It is thus evident that there is no essential difference between visible light, X-rays, and gamma rays—or ordinary wireless waves for that matter. All are electromagnetic waves with the same basic character, differing only in wavelength and frequency, whereby the product of wavelength and frequency is always the speed of light, c.

CORPUSCULAR RADIATIONS

The other important class of nuclear radiations is known as corpuscular radiation, and the simplest example is a beam of electrons. This is known as a cathode ray when emitted from a thermionic cathode of a cathode ray tube in the familiar manner, and such cathode rays are not generally classed among the true nuclear radiations. They consist of planetary electrons, internal to the nuclei of atoms in the cathode, drawn away by the high anode voltage, see Fig. 1.

Now numerous types of atomic nuclei are unstable, and ultimately eject various fragments, as corpuscular radiation, in order to reach a more stable inner structure. The ejected particles may be electrons. In this case, the electron beam is known as a beta ray. The ejection of beta rays (electrons) out of the atomic nucleus takes place spontaneously, without any need for heating or an anode voltage analogous to the cathode ray tube.

Any fragment of the parent atomic nucleus may be emitted as a corpuscular ray, in principle, but only one type of fragment is encountered very commonly apart from the already mentioned beta ray electron. This is the so-called alpha ray, or alpha particle. Curiously, it is not the simplest brick in the structure of an atomic nucleus, but is composed of four such primary bricks.

In this series of articles, we are thus concerned with electronic equipment for the detection and quantitative measurement of alpha, beta, and gamma rays. The former two are corpuscular radiations, i.e., they are particles of matter, whilst the gamma rays are pure electromagnetic waves.

To be strictly accurate, modern theories of the duality of matter and radiation show that an electromagnetic wave also possesses mass and inertia, i.e., may be treated as matter in the same rights. However, the important distinction remains, that an electromagnetic wave is never
at rest, but always travelling at the speed of light. Its mass and inertia are solely due to this motion. In contrast to this, true corpuscular particles possess mass and inertia even when at rest. Furthermore, they may be hurled out of the parent atomic nucleus at any speed, according to the energy dissipated in the process. The speed of light is merely a maximum limit in this case.

**ATOMIC STRUCTURE**

An atom may be described by analogy to the solar system, see Fig. 1.1. Almost all the mass is concentrated in the nucleus, which occupies only a very small portion of the volume of the atom. The sun similarly contains almost all of the mass of the solar system, but only a negligible part of the volume encompassed by the tracks of the planets. The planets around the atomic nucleus are the so-called *planetary electrons*. Their binding energy, i.e. energy required to remove them out of the sphere of influence of the nucleus, is most conveniently expressed in terms of the voltage stress needed to draw them away. The energy unit for nucleonics is thus the *electron-volt* (eV).

The binding energy of the outermost planetary electrons lies in the region of one or two eV. This fact is familiar as the e.m.f.'s of simple primary cells and accumulator cells, which function by virtue of displacements of the outermost planetary electrons of atoms in the electrodes and electrolyte. The binding energies of the innermost planetary electrons of a complex atom, i.e. of those electrons closest to the nucleus, are very much greater. Values of several keV (kilo-electron-volt = 1,000eV) are common, and 100keV is reached in some cases. Energy quanta of these magnitudes are emitted as X-rays when the reverse process takes place, i.e. when an electron is captured by a deep vacancy close to the nucleus of the atom, which was produced by some earlier disturbance.

**REPRESENTATIONS OF HYDROGEN AND HELIUM ATOMS**

Fig. 1.1a and Fig. 1.1b are classical depictions of the hydrogen and helium atoms, respectively. These representations are in direct analogy to the solar system, with discrete electrons considered to be revolving in prescribed orbits around the nucleus. The major difficulty with this simple model is that a revolving particulate electron would have to emit electromagnetic radiation, just as the non-linear electron motions in transmitting antennas lead to the energy radiation there. If a planetary electron in an atom were to radiate energy, it would ultimately collapse into the nucleus, i.e. the simple orbital model is untenable, when we consider it more closely. The only way to avoid the difficulty is to realise that the electron loses its localised particle nature, once it is in the atom.

In place of the orbit, we must consider an extensive system of contours in the space around the nucleus of the atom, defining either the statistical chances of finding an electron at each point (for interactions with external influences releasing electrons from the atom), or defining the space charge distribution. Mathematically, the electron is here treated as a wave field, whose intensity contours are calculated by a modern system of mathematical operations known as *wave mechanics*, based on the equations of Schrödinger. The contours for a particular electron may well turn out to be a system of disconnected lobes, as sketched in Fig. 1.1c. Note that all these lobes belong to a *single electron*, so that in a complicated atom with 92 or more planetary electrons, there will be an extraordinary complicated system of wave-mechanical lobes around the nucleus. Chemical processes of combination between two or more atoms involve modifications and sharings of the outermost lobes of the complex systems. Ionisation involves "drip off" of outermost lobes as electron particles.

Normal electric conduction and semiconduction involve processes of *hybridisation*. This is the merging of the lobe systems of two or more electrons of one or more atoms, to form a distinctly new, comprehensive lobe system. Where such a lobe system embraces all atoms in a macroscopic piece of metal, the particle electrons can "drip in" and "drip out" at any point and are able to move freely within the hybridised lobe system. The application of potential differences then causes the flow of electrons familiar as an electric current. In semiconduction, the hybridisation is only conditional: there remain certain energy barriers which must be jumped, in passing between successive atoms.

**NUCLEAR PARTICLES**

The nucleus of any atom is formally considered to be composed of two types of primary particles, *protons* and *neutrons*. Each of these particles possesses unit mass by definition. The proton also carries unit positive electric charge, whilst the neutron is electrically neutral.

The total number of protons in the nucleus characterises the chemical nature of the atom, i.e. whether it is oxygen,
obtain a positive ion, in the latter case a negative ion, by attaching surplus ones to it. In the former case we speak of a positively charged ion, in the latter of a negatively charged ion. An ion is thus a charged atom or attaching surplus ones to it. When these are recaptured, the binding energy is released as electromagnetic radiation in the visible light spectrum.

In the X-ray tube, much higher accelerating voltages are employed, and a target of heavy atoms, with correspondingly greater binding energies of their electrons, is employed in place of the fluorescent screen. Inner planetary electrons (binding energies up to 100 keV) are released in the target by the bombarding electrons, and when these inner electrons drop back, the binding energy is released as electromagnetic radiation of much shorter wavelength than visible light, known as X-rays.

Poorly designed cathode ray tubes can also emit X-rays, since acceleration voltages of one or two kV already suffice to produce soft X-rays if correspondingly heavy atoms are present, e.g., in the glass of the tube face. Ordinary television picture tubes with actual anode voltages up to 25 kV normally produce negligible X-rays, but projection TV tubes with anode voltages up to 80 kV and much higher beam currents usually emit considerable X-ray intensities and thus require efficient shielding.

Sulphur, iron, uranium, or any other one of the chemical elements. This number of protons is known as the atomic number of the particular chemical element, and is quite specific for that element.

The total number of primary particles in the atomic nucleus, i.e., protons and neutrons taken together, is known as the atomic weight of that nucleus. It is not specific to a particular chemical element, because the same number of protons may be combined with various numbers of neutrons to produce different atomic nuclei all belonging to the same chemical element. Such groups of different nuclei are known as isotopes of the particular chemical element.

As far as elementary considerations are concerned, the atomic nucleus does not contain anything else apart from protons and neutrons. It does not contain any electrons as such. Electrons are present only external to the nucleus, as the already-mentioned planetary electrons. Just as the solar planets have only very small mass and size compared to the sun, so do the planetary electrons have negligible mass and size compared to the atom as a whole. The sole important attribute of the electrons is their unit negative electric charge.

The electrically neutral complete atom thus possesses the same number of planetary electrons as protons present in its nucleus, i.e., the atomic number. It is also the number of planetary electrons required to constitute a neutral atom with the given nucleus. If the number of actually present planetary electrons differs from the atomic number of the nucleus, then the resulting atom bears a net electric charge and is known as an ion. Ionisation is thus simply the process of removing planetary electrons from a neutral atom, or attaching surplus ones to it. In the former case we obtain a positive ion, in the latter case a negative ion.

**BETA RAYS**

The atomic nucleus does not contain electrons as such. Nevertheless, the emission of electrons as corpuscular rays is an extremely common nuclear radiation. In this process, a neutron changes into a proton and an electron, whereby the electron is hurled out as a beta ray, and the proton remains inside the nucleus. The atomic number has thus increased by one, so that a new chemical element has resulted, but the atomic weight has not changed.

The reverse process is also possible, but much rarer: a proton changes into a positive electron (known as a positron) and a neutron. The positron is hurled out of the nucleus and the neutron stays put. A third possibility, also much rarer than straightforward beta-ray emission, but commoner than positron emission, is the capture of an innermost planetary electron into the nucleus, whereby a proton combines with this electron to produce a neutron. Soon afterwards, an external electron is captured by the atom to fill the planetary electron vacancy left by the nuclear capture process. As already explained, this leads to the emission of a corresponding X-ray.

It is evident that beta ray emission and the described analogous processes are ones adjusting the ratio of protons to neutrons in the atomic nucleus. Optimum stability of an atomic nucleus results when about equal numbers of protons and neutrons are present, with somewhat greater numbers of neutrons being favoured, the greater the total number of particles.

**ALPHA RAYS**

An alpha particle consists of two protons and two neutrons. It is the nucleus of an ordinary helium atom, as shown in Fig. 1.1, and represents the most stable one of all atomic nuclei. For this reason, it is ejected in preference to simple protons, neutrons or other heavy particles, in the
overwhelming majority of cases where a parent nucleus is unstable on account of pure excessive weight.

An alpha ray emission clearly reduces the atomic number by two, and reduces the atomic weight by four units, so that a new chemical element with a different atomic weight than the parent is produced.

**RADIOACTIVE DECAY CHAINS**

Any atomic nucleus which is unstable, i.e. which sooner or later sheds particles to reach a more stable state, is described as being radioactive. The process of shedding the particles is known as radioactivity.

Heavy radioactive nuclei are usually unstable for both reasons—excessive total number of primary particles and unfavourable proton/neutron ratio. The radioactive decay to the final stable residue thus takes place in a series of successive steps which are together known as a radioactive decay chain. In many cases, such decay chains show repetitive sequences of an alpha emission followed by two successive beta emissions. The final result of this set of three steps is to leave the atomic number unchanged, because the alpha emission decreased the atomic number by two, but each beta emission increased it again by one. However, four units of atomic weight have been irretrievably lost by the alpha emission. The new nucleus is thus and unfavourable proton/neutron ratio. The radioactive reason—excessive total number of primary particles and protons together, is depicted as a “meson field”. The only net process described above, it is clear that even the primary primary particles can not be considered as indestructible or unchangeable entities, for they can clearly mutually change into each other.

Certain resonance effects between the various states of a common principle represented by these primary particles give rise to extremely powerful forces holding the neutrons and protons together, in spite of the powerful electrostatic repulsion of the numerous positively charged protons. These resonance forces may be formally described in terms of a whole host of other particles, which indeed have been observed to have a fleeting independent existence outside the atomic nucleus too.

**BINDING ENERGIES**

The important systematic principle underlying these effects may be expressed in terms of binding energies and energy groupings. We saw that the binding energies of planetary electrons range from a few eV for the outermost ones, to some 100keV for the innermost ones. The binding energies of nuclear particles are of even greater order of magnitude, mostly lying in the range from 0.1 to 10MeV (mega-electron volt). Certain groupings are particularly stable, notably the alpha particle. This does not necessarily imply that groups of two protons and two neutrons are present in a complex nucleus ready to be ejected as alpha particles in due course, any more than a radioactive nucleus ultimately ejecting a beta ray contains any electrons as such beforehand. The true nature of the particle and energy groupings and re-shufflings is certainly vastly more complex.

The emission of gamma rays, which in most but not all cases accompanies the corpuscular emissions, is intimately connected with these internal particle re-shuffles inside the nucleus. Before, during, or after a corpuscular particle emission, the particles in the nucleus may be left in an “excited” state, i.e. with internal groupings possessing more energy than the alternative grouping of lowest possible energy for the given set of particles. The nucleus will then in due course revert to the ground state, as the lowest-energy grouping is called. The surplus energy is thereby emitted as a gamma ray.

In most cases, the lifetime of the excited state is so extremely brief, that the gamma ray is to all intents and purposes emitted simultaneously to the beta or alpha ray, but in a few cases there may be a delay of minutes or hours. Only in such cases is the excited state of the nucleus, which later decays by a pure gamma ray emission, considered to be a separate step in the radioactive decay chain. Thus gamma ray emission alone is not one of the commoner classes of radioactive processes.
**PENETRATING POWER**

The penetrating power of a nuclear radiation depends upon three factors:

1. The nature of the radiation.
2. The incident or emission energy of the individual particles or quanta involved.
3. The nature of the material which the radiation is called upon to penetrate.

Alpha particles are less penetrating than beta particles, which in turn are less penetrating than gamma rays. Alpha particles have such low penetrating power, that they are stopped by the walls of most detectors, which are thus largely insensitive to external alpha-emitting samples. To a first approximation, it is solely the mass per unit area which determines whether a radiation can penetrate the obstacle or not. The detailed chemical and physical nature of the obstacle is only of secondary importance. It is thus customary to state the mass per unit area for the sensitive surface of radiation detectors intended for use in conjunction with external samples.

Fig. 1.4. The penetrating power of nuclear radiations

Gamma rays will penetrate many grams/cm², so that any normal glass or metal walls are satisfactory.

Beta rays will satisfactorily penetrate 20-60 milligrams/cm², calling for thin-walled glass tubing, thin metal windows, or cleaved mica windows in the sensitive region of Geiger-Müller counter tubes.

Good penetration of alpha rays calls for windows of less than about 15 milligrams/cm², i.e. extremely thin entrance windows on the side or face of the detector.

All three types of nuclear radiation are absorbed by successive small energy losses through collision with or ionisation of the encountered atoms of the obstacle layer. The change in density of the ionisation track is thus inversely proportional to the penetrating power.

**RELAXATION OSCILLATOR**

In essence the two-tone generator is a relaxation oscillator TR4 and TR5, which is switched on and off by a multivibrator TR1 and TR2. The switching rate or "yodel" frequency is determined by the time constant networks R2C1 and R3C2 which provide a switching time of about 0.5 second.

To lengthen switching interval, capacitors C1 and C2 should be increased. When TR2 is switched off during the relaxation period, TR3 is hard on, providing bias current to TR4. The base of TR4 goes negative while the base-emitter junction of TR5 is biased positively. This step increase across the loudspeaker load is fed back through R9 and C3 to TR4 base to provide regeneration. The yodel pitch is determined by the charge and discharge rate of C3 through the low resistance path of the base-emitter junction of TR4.

Two-tone door chimes are popular in many households, as long as the caller does not push the button too many times. Here is described an alternative two-tone calling signal generator using electronic techniques.

Next month: Every day applications of nuclear radiations; a composite equipment for the amateur
When TR3 is switched on the frequency goes up; when switched off the frequency falls. The volume of the output is not easily controlled, but a certain amount of judicious experiment with speaker and cabinet size, and the location of the unit in the house, will give satisfactory results.

**WARNING**

A word of advice: continuous operation can be rather trying on the ears, so remember the neighbours. It is unnecessary to keep the push button pressed for long.

If only a brief push is applied the yodel may not have had sufficient time to work on two tones, because there is a slight time delay before the yodeller changes pitch initially.

Secondly, for those readers looking for two-tone car horns, we stress that they are strictly reserved for the three emergency services and it is illegal to use similar two-tone car warning devices for private vehicles.

**CONSTRUCTION**

Construction is very simple, the whole circuit being built round a piece of Veroboard. Two wires go to the loudspeaker, two to the push button, and two to the battery. Wiring details are shown in Fig. 2 and the photograph, so little more need be said on the subject.

---

**COMPONENTS . . .**

**Resistors**
- R1: 4.7kΩ
- R2: 47kΩ
- R3: 47kΩ
- R4: 4.7kΩ
- R5: 1kΩ
- R6: 330kΩ
- R7: 1kΩ
- R8: 47kΩ
- R9: 470Ω
- All 10%, ±5% carbon

**Capacitors**
- C1: 32μF elect. 15V
- C2: 32μF elect. 15V
- C3: 0.1μF disc ceramic 10V

**Transistors**
- TRI, 2, 3, 4: OC71 (4 off)
- TR5: NKT 713

**Miscellaneous**
- LS1: 3Ω loudspeaker, 2¼in square
- SI: Single-pole push button switch
- BY1: 4.5V flat pack battery
- Veroboard: 3½in x 1½in, 0.15in matrix
- Chassis: 6in x 4in x 2½in, twin cable
- Two-way terminal block

---

**Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the complete "Yodeller" Door Monitor**

**Fig. 2. Component layout and underside view of the Veroboard panel**
**COMPUTER FOR “QUEEN ELIZABETH II”**

**THE NEW Cunard liner, Queen Elizabeth II, launched by Her Majesty the Queen on September 20 at John Brown’s shipyard, Clydebank, is the first merchant ship to combine technical, operational and commercial functions at sea by using a Ferranti Argus 400 computer (right).**

This ship-borne computer can undertake a wide range of functions which previously has only been carried out on a shore-based installation. The range of shipboard applications in the liner greatly exceed that of any other existing installation in a merchant ship.

Initially the computer system will have six main functions:

1. **Data logging**—automatically recording the state of the main engines and other machinery, and printing the engine room log.
2. **Alarm scanning**—continuous automatic check on the main machinery. When any temperature or pressure departs from normal limits the computer warns the engineers immediately.
3. **Machinery control**—continuous control of certain machinery to give increased economy and thus lower fuel consumption.
4. **Weather routing**—computing almost instantaneously as weather reports are received, the best speed and course to minimise fuel consumption without delaying the ship.
5. **Prediction of fresh water requirements**—enabling maximum efficiency and economy in the use of the evaporating plant, which makes fresh water from sea water.
6. **Stock control**—recording of stocks of some 3,000 items of food, drink, and domestic supplies in six major stores in the ship, and reporting bonded goods unsold at the end of a voyage.

It is hoped to extend the computer’s functions to other data-processing needs of the ship, such as the billing of passengers' personal bar accounts.

The computer installation is the outcome of research in which Cunard have co-operated with the British Ship Research Association, the N.R.D.C., Ferranti Ltd, and John Brown & Co. (Clydebank) Ltd.

**ELECTRONORAMA**

**P.C.M. Tandem Uses Integrated Circuits**

The world’s first pulse code modulation tandem telephone exchange, developed by the Telephone Switching Division of the Post Office Engineering Research Establishment, will be installed in the switched network at the London Empress exchange by the end of this year.

The unique part of this exchange system is the use of silicon integrated microcircuits supplied by SGS-Fairchild. It is being built to prove in public service, the practical feasibility of a Post Office theory, with the expectation that efficiency will be improved and running costs reduced.

(Photograph by courtesy of the Postmaster General)
Power Regulators for Computer Stores

To ensure that power supplied to System 4 computer central processors and core stores is maintained at a constant voltage, English Electric Computers Limited have incorporated power supply units capable of compensating for wide variations in the mains supply.

In the photograph an engineer is using an oscilloscope to test the performance of a power supply unit for use with a System 4-50 central processor and core store. This unit is capable of compensating for a 20 per cent drop in mains voltage level and an increase of up to 10 per cent. It incorporates a monitor panel (visible behind and above the engineer's head) which monitors all circuits for abnormal conditions of faults and indicates any it discovers on a row of lamps.

The regulator circuits are located on four radially extending heat sinks (one of which is seen extended outwards from the body of the unit, left centre) and cooling is effected by fans which force air through each heat sink.

Colour Telecine Camera and O.B. Vehicle

On exhibition at the Design Centre in London recently was a new range of matching units for television broadcasting studios. Vision and sound equipment, in Range 70 by Pye TVT Ltd., is already being used by ATV at Elstree in outside broadcast vehicles. Our picture above shows the interior of such a set-up having an audio mixer with 50 inputs, vision monitors, and loudspeaker monitor.

On the left is shown the new Pye 4 Plumbicon colour telecine camera which can be used in conjunction with up to three film projectors.
Even well equipped workshops sometimes lack facilities for making distortion measurements. Many audio amplifier specifications include a figure for total harmonic distortion at 1kHz, and the need is primarily for a distortion check at a single frequency, and at a given power level, to ensure that an amplifier lives up to its original specification. A harmonic distortion meter designed for single frequency working can be simple, and the cost will be much lower than for an instrument covering the whole audio band.

A notch filter and attenuator unit is described in this article, which will enable total harmonic distortion at 1kHz to be measured down to 0.01 per cent, depending on input level and detector sensitivity, when an oscilloscope or audio amplifier is employed as an output monitor.

For those desiring a complete instrument, a simple add-on 500μV detector unit is also given. The aim has been to produce an instrument with as few components as possible without sacrificing sensitivity or accuracy.

DISTORTION MEASUREMENTS

Distortion can be described as the unwanted additions made by an imperfect amplifier in the process of amplifying a signal. Since valves and transistors are both non-linear devices, their use in an amplifier with a power gain greater than unity will inevitably result in some distortion of the signal. Small amounts of non-linearity are difficult to measure directly, but the side-effects resulting from non-linearity are easily detected.

When a sine wave of known purity is applied to the input of a non-linear amplifier, a series of harmonically related signals will be generated, and will appear at the output terminals, together with the original signal plus noise. A signal at frequency f will give rise to spurious output signals at 2f, 3f, 4f, and so on. If a filter is arranged to remove the fundamental signal, the remaining output will consist of total harmonic distortion and noise.

NOTCH FILTER

The most convenient way of rejecting the fundamental is to employ an RC notch filter, with its skirt response improved by placing the filter in the negative feedback path of a local amplifier. The rejection notch must be sufficiently narrow not to cause attenuation of frequencies apart from the fundamental.

Two curves are compared in Fig. 1, and show the effect of negative feedback on a parallel-T network. The dotted line gives the response without negative feedback and, as there is considerable rejection of second and third harmonics, such a response would lead to an optimistic estimate of the amount of distortion present. With the solid curve, however, there is virtually no attenuation even of the second harmonic, and this is, in fact, the response given by the-
instruments described here. Note also that the pass band response is linear over a wide range of frequencies, due to the generous use of negative feedback.

**MEASURING METHOD**

A block diagram is given in Fig. 2 showing the method used for measuring distortion. The purpose of the attenuator, in the diagram, is to provide a reference level against which the distortion and noise content may be compared. An alternative method would be to employ a multi-range millivoltmeter to measure filtered and unfiltered outputs, but accuracy would be hampered by meter linearity and range switching discrepancies.

With the attenuator, accuracy will mainly depend on the ability of the constructor to graduate a potentiometer, which is not difficult. Moreover, the attenuator allows a simple output detector to be used in place of an expensive millivoltmeter, and this need be nothing more than a small transistor amplifier coupled to a testmeter or an oscilloscope, to give indications at levels of around 1mV.

Harmonic distortion is normally given as a percentage and it should not include noise. Another term, distortion factor, should be expressed as a decimal, with noise included. Often the two are confused. Percentage harmonic distortion can be found by measuring noise separately and subtracting it from the distortion plus noise figure. Returning to Fig. 2, $V$ is the fundamental signal, $D$ the total harmonic distortion, and $N$ the noise. The notch filter will eliminate $V$ in the upper branch when the switch is in the position shown in the diagram, leaving $D - N$. The attenuator is adjusted so that the output detector reads the same in both switch positions. $X(V - D - N)$ will therefore equal $D + N$, where $X$ is the amount of attenuation.

It only remains to calibrate the attenuator dial 0-100, call $V + D - N$ 100 per cent and $X$ will then be a direct percentage $D + N$ figure. The noise may be subtracted from the distortion by removing the signal when the filter is switched in, so that $N$ alone is measured and compared with $V - D - N$, in the filter out switch position with signal on.

---

**Fig. 1. Frequency response of parallel-T network**

**Fig. 2. Block diagram showing method of measuring distortion**
The circuit of Fig. 3 gives the 1kHz notch filter and feedback amplifier, combined with an attenuator. TR1 and TR2 form a phase reversing amplifier with a medium input impedance, which also cancels gain losses introduced by the passive filter network. VR3 is the negative feedback control, adjusted for an overall unity gain. R2 has been selected to ensure that there is always enough feedback present to keep the rejection notch narrow.

The parallel-T filter is composed of R3, R4, R5, coarse notch control VR2, fine notch control VR1, together with capacitors C2, C3, and C4. When a signal with a very low distortion content is to be assessed, null adjustment of the filter can be critical, hence the fine control VR1.

With the filter switched in by S1, the battery supply is activated and the signal passes via C1, R1 to the filter, where the fundamental is rejected. The remaining distortion and noise is picked up by the emitter follower TR1, which places a negligible load on the filter. TR2 is a common emitter amplifier, with C7 included in its collector load to prevent high frequency instability. The maximum available output from TR2 is more than 1V r.m.s.

R6 and R7 ensure that the input impedance of the attenuator is the same as that of the filter, i.e. close to 10 kilohms, to prevent load variations between the two functions when coupled to a high impedance source. Calibrated potentiometer VR4 has a logarithmic track to spread the lower calibration division on its dial and give an overlap between ranges.

Although precise values are assigned to R8 and R9 on the circuit diagram, they are based on the assumption that the total track resistance of VR4 is 10 kilohms exactly, and adjustment of their values might be called for if the track resistance is not as stated. R8 should be as close to 9 times the track resistance as possible, but a 1 per cent 1 megohm resistor for R9 will cause a negligible error with all but the widest tolerance potentiometers. The range switch S2 gives \( \times 10, \times 1 \), \( \times 0.1 \) multiples with the VR4 dial calibrated 0.1-10 per cent.

**OVERLOAD PROTECTION**

The circuit will withstand an input of 50V r.m.s. at any frequency within the audio band. Tests were carried out with an input of 50V r.m.s. at 5kHz, this representing a gross overload. The maximum r.m.s. voltage appearing on the base of TR1 under such conditions was 5V r.m.s. Naturally, when a high voltage input at 1kHz is experienced the filter will absorb most of it. Typically, a 50V 1kHz input containing 1 per cent distortion and noise will place 50mV on the base of TR1. It is useful to have this margin of overload protection when taking high level outputs from equipment using valves, where the voltage swing can be considerable.

**CONSTRUCTION OF NOTCH FILTER AND ATTENUATOR**

The controls are mounted on an 18 s.w.g. aluminium front panel measuring 43in x 5in, and drilling details are given in Fig. 4. A bracket is used to mount the circuit panel, and this is made up according to Fig. 5. The front panel can be given a pleasing appearance— and scratches removed—by drawing a damp suede brush repeatedly across its face. The "brushed" lines should be kept parallel and as straight as possible. After transfer lettering has been fixed on, the surface can be protected with a thin layer of varnish.

Assembly can proceed with the mounting of potentiometers, switches, and coaxial sockets. Layout and wiring of these components is shown in Fig. 6. Attenuator resistors are wired to S2 terminals as shown. The circuit panel mounting bracket slides under the bushes of VR1 and VR2, and is clamped securely when the potentiometer bush nuts are tightened. Flying leads should be left for later connection to the circuit panel, and are colour coded in the diagram to prevent errors. While calibrating VR4 dial, the leads should be taped to insulate them from chassis and from each other.

---

**NOTCH FILTER AND ATTENUATOR CIRCUIT**

The circuit of Fig. 3 gives the 1kHz notch filter and feedback amplifier, combined with an attenuator. TR1 and TR2 form a phase reversing amplifier with a medium input impedance, which also cancels gain losses introduced by the passive filter network. VR3 is the negative feedback control, adjusted for an overall unity gain. R2 has been selected to ensure that there is always enough feedback present to keep the rejection notch narrow.

The parallel-T filter is composed of R3, R4, R5, coarse notch control VR2, fine notch control VR1, together with capacitors C2, C3, and C4. When a signal with a very low distortion content is to be assessed, null adjustment of the filter can be critical, hence the fine control VR1.

With the filter switched in by S1, the battery supply is activated and the signal passes via C1, R1 to the filter, where the fundamental is rejected. The remaining distortion and noise is picked up by the emitter follower TR1, which places a negligible load on the filter. TR2 is a common emitter amplifier, with C7 included in its collector load to prevent high frequency instability. The maximum available output from TR2 is more than 1V r.m.s.

R6 and R7 ensure that the input impedance of the attenuator is the same as that of the filter, i.e. close to 10 kilohms, to prevent load variations between the two functions when coupled to a high impedance source. Calibrated potentiometer VR4 has a logarithmic track to spread the lower calibration division on its dial and give an overlap between ranges.

Although precise values are assigned to R8 and R9 on the circuit diagram, they are based on the assumption that the total track resistance of VR4 is 10 kilohms exactly, and adjustment of their values might be called for if the track resistance is not as stated. R8 should be as close to 9 times the track resistance as possible, but a 1 per cent 1 megohm resistor for R9 will cause a negligible error with all but the widest tolerance potentiometers. The range switch S2 gives \( \times 10, \times 1 \), \( \times 0.1 \) multiples with the VR4 dial calibrated 0.1-10 per cent.

**OVERLOAD PROTECTION**

The circuit will withstand an input of 50V r.m.s. at any frequency within the audio band. Tests were carried out with an input of 50V r.m.s. at 5kHz, this representing a gross overload. The maximum r.m.s. voltage appearing on the base of TR1 under such conditions was 5V r.m.s. Naturally, when a high voltage input at 1kHz is experienced the filter will absorb most of it. Typically, a 50V 1kHz input containing 1 per cent distortion and noise will place 50mV on the base of TR1. It is useful to have this margin of overload protection when taking high level outputs from equipment using valves, where the voltage swing can be considerable.

**CONSTRUCTION OF NOTCH FILTER AND ATTENUATOR**

The controls are mounted on an 18 s.w.g. aluminium front panel measuring 43in x 5in, and drilling details are given in Fig. 4. A bracket is used to mount the circuit panel, and this is made up according to Fig. 5. The front panel can be given a pleasing appearance—and scratches removed—by drawing a damp suede brush repeatedly across its face. The "brushed" lines should be kept parallel and as straight as possible. After transfer lettering has been fixed on, the surface can be protected with a thin layer of varnish.

Assembly can proceed with the mounting of potentiometers, switches, and coaxial sockets. Layout and wiring of these components is shown in Fig. 6. Attenuator resistors are wired to S2 terminals as shown. The circuit panel mounting bracket slides under the bushes of VR1 and VR2, and is clamped securely when the potentiometer bush nuts are tightened. Flying leads should be left for later connection to the circuit panel, and are colour coded in the diagram to prevent errors. While calibrating VR4 dial, the leads should be taped to insulate them from chassis and from each other.

---

**Fig. 3. Notch filter and attenuator unit circuit**
NOTCH FILTER AND ATTENUATOR UNIT

Fig. 4. Front panel drilling details

Fig. 5. Circuit panel mounting bracket dimensions and drilling details

Fig. 6. Front panel controls and wiring
CIRCUIT PANEL CONSTRUCTION

The circuit panel drilling and underside wiring diagrams are given in Fig. 7, with component positions. An etched circuit can be used as there are no awkward cross-over points, but the prototype panel was wired underneath.

An effort should be made to avoid overheating resistors and capacitors, particularly those associated with the notch filter.

When the circuit panel is completed it should be temporarily wired to a battery to see that its current consumption is between 3 and 5mA. If not, check for a possible fault in the wiring or one of the transistors.

Finally, the circuit panel can be connected to the flying leads on the front panel and mounted on its bracket by means of two small self-tapping screws.

**NOTCH FILTER AND ATTENUATOR UNIT**

---

**COMPONENTS . . .**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resistors</th>
<th>Capacitors</th>
<th>Transistors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1 4.7kΩ</td>
<td>C1 1μF 125V</td>
<td>TR1, TR2, ACY28 or OC76 (2 off)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2 4.7kΩ</td>
<td>C2 0.01μF 5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3 15kΩ 5%</td>
<td>C3 0.01μF 5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4 15kΩ 5%</td>
<td>C4 0.02μF 5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5 4.7kΩ</td>
<td>C5 1μF 60V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6 10kΩ</td>
<td>C6 10μF elect. 12V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7 10kΩ</td>
<td>C7 0.01μF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8 90kΩ 1%</td>
<td>C8 100μF, elect. 12V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All ± 10%, ½W carbon, except where otherwise stated.</td>
<td>C9 10μF elect. 12V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potentiometers</td>
<td>Sockets</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR1 500kΩ linear</td>
<td>SK1, SK2 Coaxial panel mounting sockets (2 off)</td>
<td>Aluminium panels 4½in x 5in and 3½in x 4in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR2 10kΩ linear</td>
<td></td>
<td>Laminated plastics panel 4in x 2in, Knobs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR3 5kΩ sub-miniature skeleton pre-set, linear</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CALIBRATION OF ATTENUATOR

VR4 is best calibrated with an a.c. signal, but first roughly divide the dial into 1 kilohm divisions using an ohmmeter; this will serve as a guide later. The dial should show approximately equal divisions from 10 kilohm to 1 kilohm, see Fig. 8. The 1 kilohm mark will be at the centre of the dial, due to the logarithmic track of the potentiometer.

The remaining part of the dial is then marked in 100-ohm divisions. In Fig. 8, the division mark 10 coincides with the potentiometer slider at the end of the track remote from the positive rail, 5 is mid-way in terms of resistance, and 1 is the 1 kilohm point. It can be seen that the dial figures correspond to the actual track resistance measured from the positive rail. Dial markings 0-10 per cent were selected rather than 1-100, because this distortion range is most often used.

With S1 in the filter “out” position, apply 100V r.m.s. 50Hz across the potentiometer track and measure the voltage at the slider with an a.c. meter plugged into the output socket of the unit. The high voltage is specified to avoid loading errors and to ensure meter scale linearity.

**Fig. 8. Dial markings for VR4**

Most multimeters will present a load of 100 kilohms when set to their 100V range, but on their lower ranges the impedance of the meter will be nearly the same as the potentiometer itself. With the a.c. meter reading 100 in the 10 position of the dial, it is a simple matter to mark off the divisions in terms of voltage and the rough ohmmeter markings will quickly indicate any serious error. The above operation should be tackled methodically as the ultimate accuracy of the instrument will depend on it.

It is permissible to switch the a.c. meter to one of its lower ranges when marking off the dial below division 1, where loading is less important.

When satisfied that calibration points are correct they can be scribed onto the aluminium dial disc. On range 2, still with an input of 100V, 10 on the dial should yield 10V and, on range 3, the output should be 1V if resistors R8 and R9 are of correct values.

ALIGNMENT

Connect an audio oscillator to the input socket of the notch filter and tune the oscillator to about 5kHz, which is far enough away from the rejection notch to cause no attenuation in the filter “in” position even with no negative feedback applied. The filter output can be taken to an oscilloscope, or else via a 50 kilohm resistor to an audio amplifier with an a.c. meter wired to its speaker terminals.

Adjust VR3 until the output level is the same in both positions of S1 with the attenuator dial set to 100 per cent. Next tune the oscillator to 2kHz and look for a reduction in output level when the filter is switched in. In the unlikely event of a dip at 2kHz, the negative feedback loop to the filter should be examined. If the local amplifier seems to be low in gain, TR2 should be replaced.

Having determined that the pass-band characteristic is satisfactory, and that the output level is the same for both S1 positions, it only remains to check response at 1kHz and, at the same time, measure the distortion of the oscillator itself.

Tune the oscillator to 1kHz and trim VR2 for maximum dip. As adjustment becomes critical, change over to VR1 and also re-trim the oscillator frequency until satisfied that no further reduction of output is possible. It might be found that the resonant frequency of the parallel-T network is slightly lower than 1kHz, as resistors of preferred value are used for R3 and R4; this will not affect distortion measurements but the filter can be brought up to 1kHz by shunting R3 and R4 with high value resistors, starting with 100 kilohms.

**USING AN OSCILLOSCOPE**

If an oscilloscope is being used as a detector, note the peak to peak voltage of the display, or else the reading given by the “amplifier with output meter” arrangement.

Switch S1 to the filter “out” position and adjust VR1 until the output is the same as when the filter was in. Oscillator distortion can then be read off the dial. Even if the sine wave does look “clean” on the scope, there is no cause for despair if oscillator distortion is higher than expected. Many general purpose oscillators will have a distortion of up to several per cent, in some cases.
A SIMPLE Detector UNIT

For those wishing to build a complete instrument, incorporating a detector, a suitable circuit is given in Fig. 9. The detector unit can be constructed on a companion panel to fit alongside the notch filter unit.

Since scale linearity is of no importance in this application, a high gain can be achieved with few components, mainly due to the absence of overall negative feedback. (A surplus meter movement, scaled in Roentgens, was used for the prototype detector, and a piece of paper was pasted over the old scale with a mark at the central division only.)

The 100 kilohm input potentiometer is employed to position the pointer on the mark when taking measurements. An output is available from the collector of TR3 to allow the distortion plus noise signal to be displayed by an oscilloscope, so that the relative levels of different harmonics can be visually assessed, even at exceptionally low signal levels.

The solution to this problem is to filter the oscillator output to remove the unwanted harmonics, and two filter circuits are given in Fig. 12, as a guide.

LADDER FILTER

The ladder filter (a) will reduce oscillator distortion up to five times, at the expense of a sizeable reduction in output, thirty times approximately. Even so, if the oscillator has a fairly low distortion to begin with, the use of a ladder filter might be worthwhile. With the component values given, the ladder filter is suitable for feeding a high impedance amplifier input. To reduce impedance, for use with transistor amplifiers, divide R and multiply C by the same amount. For example, the impedance of the filter can be lowered by substituting 3-3 kilohm resistors for R and 0.1 μF capacitors for C.

INDUCTIVE FILTER

With the filter of (b) the inductor is tuned to resonance by capacitors C1 and C2. The primary winding of a speaker transformer, taken from an old battery portable valve receiver, was found to be suitable as an inductor.

The value for C1 is arrived at, starting with a fixed capacitor of 5,000 pF, by adding 1,000 pF capacitors until the voltage across the inductor starts to rise sharply, with an input to the filter of 1 kHz. The large pre-set padder C2 will finally trim the circuit to exact resonance. With its high Q factor, distortion is reduced by ten with the circuit of (b), and voltage output is decreased by the same amount. Very low distortion levels can be attained by cascading such filters.

Once again, filtering is enormously simplified by single frequency working. 1 kHz pre-set tuned filters can be assembled in a small box to fit in the output lead of an audio oscillator, the lead being brought into use only when making distortion measurements. If oscillator distortion is as high as 1 per cent, two cascaded inductive filters can reduce this to 0-01 per cent.

APPLICATION NOTES

If the oscillator is battery powered, or works from a low voltage mains unit, avoid using this same supply for the notch filter and detector amplifiers. Even with a 2,000 μF capacitor across the supply rails, there is enough 1 kHz ripple present to completely falsify distortion measurements.

Remember that 0.1 per cent distortion of a 1 V r.m.s. sine wave represents a level of only 1 mV, and there is...
**MATERIAL**

18 SWG ALUMINIUM

**DIMENSIONS**

A = 3/8" DIA.
B = TO SUIT SWITCH
C = 1/8" DIA.

**DIA. TO SUIT METER**

2 1/8" NOMINAL

---

Fig. 10a. Front panel drilling details

Fig. 10b. Front panel controls and wiring

---

**COMPONENTS...**

### DETECTOR UNIT

**Resistors**
- R1 300kΩ
- R4 300kΩ
- R7 1kΩ
- R2 150kΩ
- R5 10kΩ
- R8 2.2kΩ
- R3 2.2kΩ
- R6 150kΩ

**Potentiometer**
- VR1 100kΩ linear

**Capacitors**
- C1 10μF elect. 12V
- C2 0.1μF
- C3 10μF elect. 12V
- C4 10μF elect. 12V
- C5 10μF elect. 12V

**Transistors**
- TR1, TR2, TR3 ACY28 or OC76 (3 off)

**Diodes**
- D1, D2, D3, D4 OA81 (4 off)

**Meter**
- M1 200μA f.s.d. 100Ω moving coil

**Switches**
- S1 Single pole two way miniature toggle
- S2 Single pole on off

**Sockets**
- SK1, SK2 Coaxial panel mounting sockets (2 off)

**Miscellaneous**
- Aluminium panel 4½in x 3½in
- Laminated plastics panel 3in square. Knob

---

Fig. 11a. Circuit panel, component layout

Fig. 11b. Circuit panel, drilling and underside wiring
An oscilloscope photograph showing a sine wave and its 1 per cent distortion signal is given in Fig. 13. Most of the distortion is second and third harmonic, as might be expected. An oscilloscope makes an admirable detector as the signal is always under close inspection and the null point can be reached with almost as much ease as with a meter. Any trace of unlooked-for hum will be revealed when the timebase speed is reduced to 50Hz, or a low multiple.

To measure audio amplifier distortion, connect a load resistor of appropriate value and wattage rating in place of the loudspeaker. Monitor the voltage across the load with a multimeter and inject a low distortion 1kHz signal. The gain should be increased to the point where the amplifier is delivering its maximum quoted continuous r.m.s. output.

Connect Harmonic Distortion Meter and follow the procedure previously given for taking a distortion reading. If the result is poor, try reducing amplifier output and see if there is a marked improvement. If not, check for hum in the output or excessive amplifier noise.

Overcome the irritating dazzle of night driving with this easy-to-build device. Mirror tilts upward immediately any bright light falls on a light-sensitive resistor.

**MUSICAL REVERBERATION UNIT**
Suitable for pop groups or electronic music applications. Full how-to-make details for this "Spring-Line" device.

**SEMICONDUCTOR BASICS**
First of an Important New Series for the beginner.
Unidentified aircraft flying 100 miles out.
Suddenly, radar screen blanks out.
R.A.F. Electronic Mechanic Bill Stamford moves in fast!

Skilled or unskilled, you could learn Bill’s trade!
Last year, Bill was bored stiff in a dead-end civvy job. Now look at him! He’s a qualified R.A.F. Electronic Mechanic. With a space-age trade at his fingertips and an exciting future ahead, he gets bags of opportunities for sport and soon he’ll be on his way to the Mediterranean, where he hopes to learn dinghy sailing. And as if this isn’t enough, he’s got good friends in four weeks paid leave a year and money to enjoy it all. If this sounds the life for you, visit your nearest R.A.F. Careers Information Office (address in phone book) or post off the coupon and get all the facts.

YOURS FREE for 7 DAYS
The New 'Picture-Book' way of learning
BASIC ELECTRICITY (5 Vols)
ELECTRONICS (6 Vols)
ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS (2 Vols)
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY (2 Vols)
SYNCHROS & SERVOMECHANISMS (2 Vols)

You'll find it easy to learn with this outstandingly successful new pictorial method—the essential facts are explained in the simplest language, one at a time; and each is illustrated by an accurate cartoon-type drawing.

TO SELLRAY BOOK CO.
60 HAYES HILL, HAYES, BROMLEY, KENT

Please send me Without Obligation to Purchase, one of the above sets on 7 Days Free Trial. I will either return set, carriage paid, in good condition within 7 days or send the following amounts: Basic Electricity 70/- Cash price or Down Payment of 15/- followed by 4 fortnightly payments of 15/- each. Basic Electronics 82/- Cash Price or Down Payment of 15/- followed by 5 fortnightly payments of 15/- each. This offer applies to U.K. only. Overseas customers cash with order.

Tick set required (only one set allowed on free trial)

BASIC ELECTRICITY 70/-
BASIC ELECTRONICS 82/-
BASIC ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS 40/-
BASIC INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY 40/-
BASIC SYNCHROS & SERVOMECHANISMS 38/-
BASIC TELEVISION PART 1 22/-

Signature
(If under 21, signature of parent or guardian)
NAME
FULL POSTAL ADDRESS

POST NOW FOR THIS OFFER!
THE PRACTICAL AERIAL HANDBOOK

Radio and Television aerials: their design, erection and maintenance—Signal combining and splitting—Boosting of signals—Shared systems—Interference suppression.

by G. J. King
35/-
Postage 1/6


MATHEMATICS FOR RADIO & ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS, by Dr. Ing. Fritz Bergold. 50/-. Postage 2/6.

INTER-G.E.C. TRANSISTOR MANUAL, by A. C. Milhbrandt. 25/-.

RAPID SERVICING OF TRANSISTOR EQUIPMENT, by G. J. King. 30/-. Postage 1/6.

NEW RANGE BBC 2 AERIALS

All U.H.F. aerials now fitted with tritting bracket and 4 element grid reflectors.

Loft Mounting Arrays, 7 element, 51/-; 11 element, 85/-; 14 element, 109/-. Wall Mounting with Cranked Arm, 7 element, 50/-; 11 element, 75/-. 3 elements, 14/-; 5 elements, 16/-; 7 elements, 18/-; 9 elements, 26/-; 11 elements, 28/-. Wall Mounting, 11 element, 1/-; 14 element, 1/-; 17 element, 1/6. Masts, 4 element, 5/-; 5 element, 7/-.

Chimney Mounting Arrays, Complete, 7 element, 72/6; 11 element, 85/-. Special leaflet available.

For all your aerials, state clearly channel number required on all orders.

B.B.C. TV AERIALS

B.B.C. (Band 1), Telescopic, 5/6. External S/D, 9/-.
F.T.V. (Band 3), 3 element Loft array, 3/-.
F.T.V. (Band 3), 5 element Wall array, 5/-.

Combined B.B.C./I.T.V., 7 element, 15/-; 9 element, 18/-.

VHF transistor pre-amps, 7/-.
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New amplifiers and radio units claim special attention this month. For example, there is the Dulci model 220 which, although exhibited to the public some time ago, has only recently gone into production. Elizabethan are the makers and the price is 39 gns.

This small, neat amplifier, housed in a teak case, is rated at 10 watts per channel into 15 ohms, the output being higher for lower impedances. Facilities include tape recording outlets, rumble and low-pass filters, and all the inputs normally required for radio, pick-up, and tape heads.

MATCHING UNIT RANGES

One of the most interesting trends is the emergence of matching ranges which can be formed into systems by either non-technical people or more knowledgeable audiophiles. Philips and Ferguson are among the best known names in this particular field.

Philips have added a “luxury” tuner-amplifier type RB771 which covers f.m., medium and long wave bands, and has a built-in stereo decoder.

The Philips range, known as “Audio Plan”, includes a new speaker for shelf mounting and a two-speed turntable type GA217 complete with arm. The turntable is mounted on a black moulded base and has a removable translucent cover, while the arm is adjustable for playing weight and has provision for side-thrust compensation.

Matching ranges of this kind enable alternative systems to be arranged at various prices. This is also true of Ferguson Unit Audio, to which is added a stylish tuner-amplifier model 206STA, equipped for stereo radio and preselection of stations. Price is £48 6s.

MICROPHONES

Reslosound are well known British manufacturers of microphones, marketing a number of moderately priced models used by amateurs as well as professionals. They now add the ECI, a strongly made cardioid microphone which can be used outdoors with the wind shield supplied. The miniature insert is claimed to have very directional sensitivity, and the buyer has a choice of impedances. Weight is 6 ounces, stand fixing is possible, and 6 yards of cable are supplied.

The Audac Marketing Company offers solid state equipment in professional rather than specifically domestic presentations. The firm’s literature, which makes interesting reading, can be obtained from Audac at Carey Road, Wareham, Dorset. One of their specialities is the “Hike-Mike”, essentially a cordless microphone in which a Shure microphone insert shares the housing with a miniature transmitter.

Recently arrived from Germany are some additions to the MB range of microphones and accessories. The MB190 is said to be one of the smallest dynamic microphones made in pen form, with dimensions about 5in by $\frac{1}{4}$in. Then there is the MB220 stereo set, consisting of a pair of microphones on a special adjustable stand, ready for stereo recording. Also new is the MBK600 stereo headset with an overall frequency range quoted as 16 to 20,000Hz. MB products are marketed by Denham and Morley Ltd., 173 Cleveland Street, London, W.1.

DISC EQUIPMENT

Special stereo-compatible cartridges were mentioned in Audio Trends in September. These are mono cartridges which can track stereo discs safely while producing a mono signal from them; they are intended as replacements for low cost crystal or ceramic mono only type cartridges often found in portable players and radiograms. Of this general type are recent additions to the Compac range made by Electronic Reproducers (Components) Ltd. of St. Albans. There are medium and high output models of the crystal type, plus a medium output ceramic. Prices are in the range 24s 8d to 44s 8d, depending on stylus fitted. This firm also markets conventional stereo and mono cartridges.

**MB 190 pen type microphone**

**MB 200 stereo microphone set**

**Philips GH 923 stereo amplifier in the “Audio Plan” range of equipment**
The latest addition to the Painton range of rotary switches is a 10-position miniature switch rated at 250mA at 28V d.c. and is housed in an aluminium case marked with switching positions 1 to 10. For further details and price list contact Painton & Co. Ltd., Kingsthorpe, Northampton.

Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925) Ltd., announce a new range of dipped silver mica capacitors types D10 and D20. The D10 capacitance range is 10pF to 1,000pF at 350V d.c. peak. The D20 capacitance range is 100pF to 4,700pF at 350V d.c. peak and 200pF to 2,200pF 750V d.c. peak. Both the D10 and the D20 are available in tolerances ranging from ±10 per cent to ±0.5 per cent.

The 2N4957-59 transistors from Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc., York House, Empire Way, Wembley, Middlesex, are a new series of npn-types suitable for high gain, low noise amplifiers and mixers or other v.h.f./u.h.f. small signal applications.

This new range of transistors features maximum noise figures as low as 3dB and minimum power gains as high as 17dB at 450MHz. The common emitter configuration. It is claimed that the performance of this series makes them ideal for critical front end applications. Further information and complete specifications are available from Motorola.

The "Lerloy" is a new soldering stand available from Henri Picard & Frère Ltd., 34/35 Furnival Street, London, E.C.4. It consists of a holding stand, suitable for most soldering irons, and a tip cleaning sponge.

The stand holds the iron at a convenient angle in an insulated socket and is further protected by a cylindrical metal guard. The tip cleaning sponge is kept moist by a water reservoir beneath it. No mention is made of any odours that we think may be caused by the hot soldering iron tip on the damp sponge. The Lerloy soldering stand is priced at 41s. The cleaner is available separately at 14s 6d.

Our photograph shows the new range of Bradel instrument cases now being marketed by Nandel Electronics Ltd., 28 Middle Hillgate, Stockport, Cheshire. Designed to allow easy access for wiring, the cases are made in three sizes, 7in wide x 5in x 5in; 9in x 7in x 5in; 11in x 7in x 6in, and available in two styles. Type A has a detachable panel for either a front or back plate as required. Type B has detachable front and back panels. The price of the Bradel cases range from 35s to 45s each according to size ordered.

Arcoelectric Switches Ltd are now manufacturing transformer operated

signal lamps which operate from mains voltage input and 6V output. There are a wide range of lens colours and there is no danger from mains voltage during bulb replacement. The actual bulb life is claimed to be longer and there is very little heat dissipation from the bulb and transformer.

It should not be long before printed circuit board assembly packs for posting and transit purposes by R. & H. Walshe (Joinery) Ltd., are available in electronic shops. At the moment they are only available to the trade, but once retailers realise that amateurs like to send friends completed circuits, and face the same problem of breakages as they themselves face, they will be available to the amateur.

The packs are made from 0.042in to 0.060in lined chipboard and fold up into neat robust containers.

LITERATURE

Technical date of 27 lead-acid batteries and 61 primary batteries for electronic applications are listed in the new edition of booklet number W.5039 issued by Exide Batteries Division of Electric Power Storage Ltd. There are many new types listed which have been designed to function under some of the extreme conditions that modern transistor circuits have to perform.


Over 70 new products are among the devices listed in the 1967/68 Semiconductor Summary published by S.T.C. Semiconductors Ltd. Copies of the summary (MK/106X Ed. 41), are available from S.T.C. Semiconductors Ltd., Footscray, Sidcup, Kent.

A useful reference booklet entitled "Osram Bulbs for Electronic Applications" is now available from Osram (G.E.C.) Ltd., East Lane, Wembley, Middlesex.

The publication lists the extensive range of bulbs available, and each section gives a brief description of suitable applications. In addition, the booklet includes a Nomogram, which enables changes in performance of tungsten filament lamps under different operating conditions to be calculated.

Available from Gardners Transformers Ltd., Somerford, Christchurch, Hampshire, is a brochure, GT.17, containing details of their complete range of low voltage and isolating transformers. Also available are separate brochures for audio and pulse transformers.

For the designer there is a new Catalogue of Industrial Electronic Components available from The DTV Group, 126 Hamilton Road, London, S.E.27. Containing 248 pages this catalogue lists items from complete integrated circuit modules to instant lettering sheets.
A new 4-way method of mastering Electronics by doing — and — seeing...

1. Own and handle a complete range of present-day Electronic parts and components.

2. Build and use a modern and professional Cathode Ray Oscilloscope.

3. Read and draw and understand circuit diagrams.

4. Carry out over 40 experiments on basic Electronic circuits and see how they work... including:
   - Valve experiments
   - Transistor experiments
   - Amplifiers
   - Oscillators
   - Signal tracer
   - Photo electric circuit
   - Computer circuit
   - Basic radio receiver
   - Electronic switch
   - Simple transmitter
   - A.C. experiments
   - D.C. experiments
   - Simple counter
   - Time delay circuit
   - Servicing procedures

This new style course will enable anyone to really understand electronics by a modern, practical and visual method—no maths, and a minimum of theory—no previous knowledge required. It will also enable anyone to understand how to test, service and maintain all types of electronic equipment, Radio and TV receivers, etc.

Post now for free brochure or write if you prefer not to cut page.
You can improve your garden by extensive re-stocking, big manure and fertiliser loads and all kinds of expensive additions. But a simpler and more economical way is to follow the expert advice you read every week in AMATEUR GARDENING. Make no mistake, this is the best and most practical gardening weekly you can get. Its experts really do know. In article after article they introduce you to the latest gardening techniques and equipment, and pinpoint the best Flower, Fruit and Vegetable varieties to grow and how to get top results from them. AMATEUR GARDENING, in short, is packed with just the know-how you need to create and maintain a garden you'll always be proud of.

Every Thursday 8d.
Electronic musical instruments provide some interesting possibilities in the creation of multi-track recording which will be described later. In the meantime let us take a look at the techniques used in the production of some of the sounds illustrated on the record (in last month's issue) all of which necessitate the use of electronics.

It would be as well to remember that although the few circuits and techniques described in this article are of a fairly simple nature, they are basic to the rather more complex devices found in professional studios. For instance, the well-known multivibrator (square wave oscillator) is the basic component in a complicated waveform generator designed, built, and used by engineers and musicians in the University of Utrecht, Holland. It will produce a waveform of almost any shape at any frequency within the audio spectrum.

**GENERATOR CIRCUITS**

The pure tone generator (phase shift oscillator) is widely used in studio keyboard systems in which a large number of oscillators, covering the audio spectrum, are keyed as in an electronic organ, except that the intervals may be as little as a quarter of a tone.

The first sound illustrated on the Practical Electronics record was in fact a sine wave tone from a phase shift oscillator. As a pure tone source any standard audio signal generator will serve very well, but supposing a controlled degree of decay (dying away of the sound) is required. The output from the generator can be fed into a simple circuit like that shown in Fig. 2a.

This is simply an audio amplifier with control over the biasing network. When the key (S1) is open the valve is cut off. When the key is closed the circuit conducts. If the key is quickly depressed and then released the capacitance in the biasing network will slowly charge up until the valve is cut off again, thereby allowing the sound to die away gradually.

The rate at which the sound decays is largely determined by $C_d$ which is usually about $25 \mu F$. The circuit is quite noiseless in operation but must be treated as any normal audio amplifier with regard to screening against hum pick-up. A transistor version of the circuit is prone to producing clicks when the key is operated, but is, however, shown in Fig. 2b.

A similar arrangement can be used to control an a.f. phase-shift oscillator directly as shown in Fig. 3.
Fig. 3. Decay applied directly to a phase shift oscillator. The values of C1, C2, C3, VR1, R1, and R2 will depend on the frequency required. VR1 gives a fine adjustment of the nominal frequency.

Fig. 4. A suggested transistor square wave generator tuned by adjustment of VR1, 2, and 3. Pitch can be selected by S1, 2, 3, 4.

Fig. 5. Ring modulator. The output signal consists of \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) plus their sum and difference frequencies. The resulting sound is an unusual chord.

An experimental electro-mechanical rhythm machine.

Part of the sound studio used in producing the P.E. sounds and effects record. The electronic organ is used for multi-track recording.
CURRENTLY FITTED TO OVER 100 MODELS BY MAJOR MANUFACTURERS

BRING YOUR RECORD PLAYER UP TO DATE WITH Sonoton 9TA SERIES. Superior quality cartridges offering extremely high compliance for a cartridge with dual styli. Tracking weights as low as 1.3 g. Affordable, heavy-duty coil type, compatible with all major manufacturers. Standard fit centres. Prices: £3.40, £5.90, £11.80. Tax paid. Other types available. For further information, please write to Sonotone Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Bridge Works, Wallace Road, London, N.1.

Sonoton HIGH FIDELITY STEREOPHONIC CERAMIC CARTRIDGES

Sonoton 9TA SERIES. Superior quality cartridges offering extremely high compliance for a cartridge with dual styli. Tracking weights as low as 1.3 g. Affordable, heavy-duty coil type, compatible with all major manufacturers. Standard fit centres. Prices: £3.40, £5.90, £11.80. Tax paid. Other types available. For further information, please write to Sonotone Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Bridge Works, Wallace Road, London, N.1.

Stereotrans Stereo 8 + 8


Stereo Amplifiers

 Incorporated 2 ECL8S and 1 EZ80, heavy duty, heavy aluminum output transformer. Full time and volume controls. Absolutely complete. Power requirements: 55 V, 80 A.

5-VALE Audio Amplifier Model

Designed for Hi-Fi reproduction of records. Incorporates complete A.C. Miller Motorola operation. Heavy built on printed heavy gauge metal chassis 7} in. x 11 in. d. x 4 in. Incorporates 4 ECL8S, 1 EZ80, Bax end valves. Heavy duty, heavy gauge metal chassis constructed and output transformer matched for 3 ohm speaker, separate Bass, Treble and Volume controls. Negative feedback 3.5. Output 15 watts. Front panel can be detached and leads extended for remote mounting of controls. Complete with knobs, valves, etc., wired and tested for only £25. P. A. P. 3/-.

Audio-Phase Amplifier Kit

Similar in appearance to Hal2 but employs entirely different and advanced circuitry. Complete set of parts, etc., 7/6. P. A. P. 4/-.}

Harverson Surplus Co. Ltd.

170 High St., Merton, S.W.19

Open daily Saturday. Early closing Wed., 1 p.m.

A division of Merton Woodcraft Ltd.

Authorized importers of Sonotone equipment.

VEINAGE AND REIN SPEAKER AND CABINET PAKAGES are supplied complete with specially engineered tonearms, etc. Please write for further information.


OAK 9TA HI-FI CARTRIDGE

£3.40 at Harverson's

B.S.E. GU7 9 volt Tube Operated

£18 0 0

GARRARD AT60 Mk.1 £8 2 6

LATEST GARRARD AT60 Mk.11 £18 0 0

MONO CARTREDOE, For E.P. and L.P. Complete with transformer and speaker ready to fit into cabinet below; transformer and speaker made by B.S.E.

OAS BARD 1000 with Hi-Fi cart £8 19 6

Brand New Cartridge Packages!

ACOS 69-1 MONO Complete with stylus. Only 15/-, P. A. P. 1/-.

OAKS 69-2 MONO Complete with stylus. Only 15/-, P. A. P. 1/-.

QUALITY RECORD PLAYER AMPLIFIER

A semi-professional type employing heavy-duty dual winding transformer, 5ECCS, ECL84, separate Bass, Treble and Volume controls. Complete with output transformer matched for 3 ohm speaker. Size 2} in. x 6 in. x 3} in. Output transformers, £2.10.0. Ready built and tested.

PRICE 5/-, P. & P. 7/-

Be sure to order the complete unit. Available in black, white, or red.

Brand New Phonograph Record Players: 12-in. £18 0 0

B.S.B. £12 0 0

GARRARD AT60 £9 12 0

GARRARD AT90 £12 15 0

Latest B.S.E. UASO Super Slim £8 2 6

BRAND NEW BACCARDI AUTOCHANGER or Single Player Unit £12 0 0

V.M. £18 0 0

Size 16 in. x 16 in. £9 10 0

Prices include all taxes.

SONETONE PLATFORM TURNTABLES

All units complete with Hi-Fi reproducing cartridge, separate Bass, Treble and Volume controls. Separate Bass, Treble and Volume controls. Separate Bass, Treble and Volume controls.

SONETONE PLATFORM TURNTABLES

All units complete with Hi-Fi reproducing cartridge, separate Bass, Treble and Volume controls. Separate Bass, Treble and Volume controls.

All units complete with Hi-Fi reproducing cartridge, separate Bass, Treble and Volume controls. Separate Bass, Treble and Volume controls.

SONETONE PLATFORM TURNTABLES

All units complete with Hi-Fi reproducing cartridge, separate Bass, Treble and Volume controls. Separate Bass, Treble and Volume controls.
and is, in fact, actually used in the rhythm machine shown in the photograph (more of this later). In Fig. 3 the valve is normally cut off by the positive voltage applied to the cathode. The keying circuit (Cd and S1) is exactly the same as in Fig. 2.

Phase shift oscillators have a very large voltage output which may require considerable attenuation before being applied to a tape recorder.

The second sound illustrated on the P.E. record was a square wave tone from a multivibrator. An example of such a circuit using transistors is shown in Fig. 4. The mark/space ratio of the waveform depends largely on the values of the coupling components.

The multivibrator can be made to oscillate at very low frequencies which makes it useful as a pulse generator with a pulse rate from 1 to 10Hz.

The pulsed tone sound on the P.E. record was produced by connecting a low frequency multivibrator to one input of a ring modulator and sine wave tones to the other. Some form of attenuation may be needed at the output of a multivibrator because of the large output voltage.

The multivibrator can also be used as a keyed tempered scale tone source by employing suitable different values of potentiometer (see Fig. 4). Each potentiometer is set to tune the oscillator to the required pitch.

SOUND CONTROL

Fig. 5 shows an example of a ring modulator using germanium diodes with two centre-tapped transformers. However, it has been found that small transistor coupling transformers will suffice providing the primary and secondary impedances are fairly high (greater than 600 ohms). One could, for example, use two transformers each with a primary of, say, 600 ohms and secondary (centre-tapped) of 1,000 ohms. They are wired into circuit back to back. Ideally, however, the transformers could have a ratio of 1:1 and high impedance windings.

Another useful circuit much favoured by guitarists and which provides an amplitude vibrato is often used in electronic music.

The system simply makes use of the low frequency sinusoidal voltage from the oscillator to raise and lower the gain of the amplifier. The sinusoidal voltage is applied as bias to the control grid or cathode of an a.f. amplifying valve. However, in low audio signal applications (such as an electric guitar pre-amplifier) there is always the problem of audible "thump" from the 10Hz or so vibrato oscillator, particularly when the remainder of the amplifier system has a good low frequency response.

NO THUMP

An alternative arrangement can be used to do away completely with the problem of "thump" and can be used at almost any stage in an amplifier chain. It is basically an electronic volume control that varies the amplitude of the signal at the required speed—usually around 8 to 10Hz. Electronically it is simple but it does call for some mechanical construction.

The general arrangement is shown in Fig. 6 and the basis of the system is a light sensitive resistor. Light is interrupted sinusoidally by means of rotating polaroid material which, in turn, produces a sinusoidal variation in the resistance of the l.d.r. The l.d.r. forms part of a simple attenuator that can be connected between two amplifier stages. It is completely noiseless in operation but does have an overall insertion loss of approximately 6dB. It may well be of interest to electric guitar players because of its virtually noiseless operation.

The machine can be driven by an ordinary 50Hz synchronous or induction motor via a suitable speed reduction system, so that the rotating polaroid material turns at approximately 5rev/min (vibrato frequency 10Hz). The variation of the attenuator network (the l.d.r. and resistor R) is quite sinusoidal.

Fig. 7. White noise generator. Resistor R may need adjustment to produce maximum noise output, which may have to be further amplified. This circuit is unsuitable for adaptation using a transistor.
WHITE NOISE GENERATOR

In audio work random noise is often kept to an absolute minimum by employing special low-noise amplifier valves and other components, and yet random noise is present to some degree even in the sounds produced by musical instruments.

To produce random, or white noise as it is called, at fairly high amplitude is not difficult and one common way of doing this is by means of a super-regenerative oscillator, i.e. an h.f. oscillator in the squegging condition. A high degree of random noise can be extracted from the output but, unless the whole oscillator is completely screened, it can pick up unwanted h.f. radio signals.

A more simple and quite satisfactory method is to amplify the thermal noise produced by passing current through a diode. The circuit shown in Fig. 7 employs a general purpose germanium diode and a high gain audio amplifier. The random noise output is only a few millivolts so further amplification may be required before the signal is large enough for recording purposes.

Noise of this kind has random frequency, amplitude and phase components, and sounds like escaping steam. It can, however, be filtered so as to produce a sound with a definite pitch (examples are given on the P.E. record). Audio filters for this purpose are complex and difficult to construct although simple forms of RC filtering could be employed. A twin-T RC network in a negative feedback path could be employed to produce a narrow band amplifier. The arrangement is commonly used for pre-emphasis in recording amplifiers.

HYBRID GENERATORS

Part one of this article mentioned that the process of tape cutting and splicing is a somewhat laborious method of assembling sounds, and does not lend itself to the production of music in tempered scale or indeed any form of rhythmic music. Many studios have therefore resorted to the use of keyboard tone systems and even rhythm machines and it is not unusual to find a standard electronic organ as part of the studio equipment.

Tape loop for repetitive rhythm effects. Different size capstans are used to change speed.
GEARED MOTOR
HALF REV. PER MINUTE
Made by famous Smith Electric, makes opera and stop with greatest ease. Price 31\2 x 21\2 x 1 deep, occupies 1\2 the space of a 12\2 rpm motor.

MINIATURE WATER SWITCHES
4 pole, 4 way—2 pole, 3 way.

BECKASTAT
An Instant Thermostat. Simply put it into 10A wall socket and plug your fire or other heating unit into it. Suitable for individual or wall mounting. Will save in a case of 100. Normally 3\6. We offer at 1\6 plus 2\ post.

ALL PRICES GREATLY REDUCED

SCR's (THYRISTORS)

FLUORESCENT CONTROL KITS

FLOWER POT HEATERS

GANGED POTS
Standard type and size with good length of heat and large outlet. Made by Morganite. List price is 10\2 each, but if you order 10 or over we will have them at 1\5 each for 2\ each if less than 10 dose. Each outlet is 10\1 x 10\1 x 10\1 x 10\1 and will accommodate 10\1 x 10\1 x 10\1 x 10\1 new soil and unused. Post 2\ each. 1\ post, then 1\ post, 2\ post, 4\ post.

HURSEAL AUTOMATIC TIME SWITCH
12 hour. 18A, to control lighting, heating, radio, immersion heater, etc. 31\4 x 2\ x 1 deep. Regular price 3\4. Limited quantity 3\\2, 2\ x 2\ x 1.

INFRA-RED HEATERS

DRILL CONTROLLER
Electrically controls speed from approximately 16 rpm to maximum. Full power at all speeds by means of push button. Kit includes all parts, everything and full instructions. 10\4, plus 4\ post and insurance.

IF THIS MONTH'S SNIP
FOUR STATION INTERCOM.

GARRARD AUTO RECORD PLAYER
Model 2000
This is one of the latest products of the world's most competent maker of fine record reproducers. Its perfectly balanced and automatic playing of up to 6 mixed size records—deep and starting without vibration or 'whip'. Tested and guaranteed.

G.E.C. 13 amp. SWITCHED SOCKETS

GARDEN INFRA-RED BINARYCOS

BATTERY OPERATED TAPE DECK
With this unit, this is extremely well made and measures approx. 6 x 5 x 2 deep, has three plastic windows for playing, painting, and flicker. Motor is a special heavy duty type intended for operation of 6 \4 volt. Supplied with 2 speaker cables and a blue cord. Battery hatch is the sensitive M4 type intended for use with transistor amplifier. Price 1\12.0, Post and insurance 4\4.

RADIO STETHOSCOPE

ELECTRONICS (CROYDON) LIMITED
(Dept. P.E.) 102\2 TAMWORTH RD., CROYDON, SURREY (Opp. W. Croydon Stn.) also at 268 LONDON ROAD, CROYDON, SURREY

These infra-red binoculars when fed from a high voltage source will enable objects to be seen in the dark. Providing the element for the infra-red beam. Each eye tube contains a complete optical lens system and matched condenser. These optical systems can be used as lenses for 10x and 15x magnifications—(there are accessories). They get to be in good working order but sold without a guarantee. Price 2\17.6, plus 1\ post and insurance.

24 KW FAN HEATER
3 best positions with unit changes in watts: 1KW, 15KW and 25KW: also blows for cold summer, has thermostat.

G.U.7 RECORD PLAYER
BSR Record Player for automatic or manual record changer. Ideal for home, church, etc. Tested and guaranteed.

THREATSOMES
Type "A" 124\2 for room heater, greenhouse, air conditioning. Has handle for storing carpenters' tools and is complete with 300 v. transformer. Price 4\16.0. 50\2 plus 4\ post and insurance.

WATERPROOF HEATING ELEMENT
25 yards length 18W. field-regulating temperature control. 10\4 post free.

3 VOLT PRECISION MOTOR
Intended for driving battery operated tape recorder. Designed to operate transistor sets and amplifiers.

MAINS TRANSITOR POWER PACK
Designed to operate transistor sets and amplifiers. Adjustable output 6V, 9V, 12V for up to 500ma. Linear W markings. Includes any of the following batteries: PP3, PP9, PP12, PP21, PP9, PP12, and others. Kit comprises mains transformer rectifier, sockets, and 5 transistors, 5,000 and 100 mid- condensers, and instructions. Limited quantity 1\16.

Where postages is not definitely stated on an extra these orders than 5\ are post free. 5\ and over 1\ post. 10\ and over 2\ post and insurance.

These infra-red interferometer when fed from a high voltage source will enable objects to be seen in the dark. Providing the element for the infra-red beam. Each eye tube contains a complete optical lens system and matched condenser. These optical systems can be used as lenses for 10x and 15x magnifications—(there are accessories). They get to be in good working order but sold without a guarantee. Price 2\17.6, plus 1\ post and insurance.

When postages is not definitely stated on an extra these orders than 5\ are post free. 5\ and over 1\ post. 10\ and over 2\ post and insurance.
**LOOK!**

**NOW ALL YOUR SEMICONDUCTOR BARGAINS FROM ONE SOURCE!**

**BI-PRE-PAK LTD.**

**222-224 WEST ROAD**

**WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA, ESSEX**

**Phone: SOUTHEND (0502) 46344**

---

**PLEASE NOTE**

**THIS IS OUR ONLY ADDRESS . . .**

---

**TRANISTORS ★ ONLY 1/- EACH ★ TRANISTORS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Silicon</td>
<td>1/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planar</td>
<td>1/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.P.N.</td>
<td>1/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.N.P.</td>
<td>1/6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ALL THESE TYPES AVAILABLE**

- 2N999
- 2N706
- 2N131
- 2N103
- 2N696
- 2N161
- 2N113
- 2N2904
- 2N501
- 2N706A
- 2N512
- 2N104
- 2N657
- 2N171
- 2N113
- 2N2931
- 2N321
- 2N301
- 2N102
- 2N2220
- 2N157
- 2N189
- 2N2906

**ALL TESTED AND GUARANTEED TRANSISTORS — UNMARKED.**

Manufacturers over runs for the new PRE-PAK range.

---

**FREE PACKS OF YOUR OWN CHOICE UP TO THE VALUE OF 10/- WITH ALL ORDERS OVER £4**

**SEND FOR OUR FREE LISTS AND CATALOGUE OF ALL OUR PRODUCTS. CHECK YOUR OWN EQUIVALENTS WITH OUR FREE SUBSTITUTION CHART.**

---

**F.E.T.'s FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS**

- 2N3822 "N" Channel 4 lead 15/-

**NEW FACTORY TESTED PRE-PAKS ALL PERFECT BUT UNMARKED**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Silicon Sub. Min. | 10/-
| Diodes         | 10/-
| NPN Silicon    | 10/-

**FREE A WRITTEN GUARANTEE WITH ALL OUR SEMICONDUCTORS**

**NEW FROM THE U.S.A.**

- 'Texas' Integrated Circuits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SN7360</td>
<td>Quadruple 2 input NAND/NOR gate</td>
<td>19/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN7430</td>
<td>3 input positive NANO/GATE</td>
<td>21/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN7302</td>
<td>Dual J-K Flip Flip with preset</td>
<td>35/-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**PRE-PAKS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>6-Silicon rectifiers BY100 type...</td>
<td>20/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>10—Rahys mixed types and logos...</td>
<td>20/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>20—Mixed RAHAS and trans...</td>
<td>20/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A9</td>
<td>1—2N 174 real power trans. 80V</td>
<td>20/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A15</td>
<td>2—Power Comp, Pair, AD161/2...</td>
<td>20/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A17</td>
<td>3—Sil. stud recs. 6 amp., 600 PV</td>
<td>20/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A18</td>
<td>2—Sil. 15amp and recs. 10 amp, 600 PV</td>
<td>20/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A20</td>
<td>1—AYU10 VHP power trans. 60 Mc/s 70V</td>
<td>20/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>50—Unmarked tested, new...</td>
<td>10/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>4—Solar cells, Inc. Book of Instruc...</td>
<td>10/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3</td>
<td>10—OA5 gold banded, diodes...</td>
<td>10/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B5</td>
<td>7—Matched set, OC44, 45,10101/8</td>
<td>10/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B6</td>
<td>15—Red spot AF. trans. or white spot RF</td>
<td>10/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B8</td>
<td>2—Power trans, OC2635 type...</td>
<td>10/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B9</td>
<td>1—Light sensitive cell, OR12 type...</td>
<td>10/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B10</td>
<td>10—50V trans. germ. PNP type...</td>
<td>10/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B44</td>
<td>1—Tunnel diode, AEY1, 6059...</td>
<td>10/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B21</td>
<td>2—Sil. recs. 10 amp. MD-100 PV...</td>
<td>10/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B45</td>
<td>1—Power trans. ADY22/TK400A...</td>
<td>10/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B210</td>
<td>2—SIL recs. 10 amp...</td>
<td>10/-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**LARGE RANGE—LOW PRICE**

- Silicon Controlled Rectifiers. Send for full range and circuit diagrams. FREE OF CHARGE.

**SCOOP PURCHASE!**

Pre-assembled logic elements. 2 input gates 2-, 3 input gates 2/9. Flip Flops 5/- each. Send for more details.

**FIRST EVER LOGIC KITS.** Learn for yourself how computers work, even make one for yourself. Full instructions for a noughts and crosses machine, binary counters, timers, etc. L.1. 5 gns. L.2. 10 gns. No need to purchase both kits: you can start with L.2. which incorporates L.1. DETAILS FREE.

**MAKE A REV. COUNTER FOR YOUR CAR. THE 'TACHO BLOCK'.** This encapsulated block will turn any 0-1 mA meter into a perfectly linear and accurate rev. counter for any car. State 4 or 6 cylinder.

**NO CONNECTION WITH ANY OTHER FIRM. MINIMUM ORDER 10/- CASH WITH ORDER PLEASE. Add 1/- post and packing per order. OVERSEAS ADD EXTRA FOR AIRMAIL.**

**THERE IS ONLY ONE "BI-PRE-PAK LTD." BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.**

Please note, we cannot change or refund money on items purchased from any other address.
The use of a keyboard instrument in conjunction with a tape recorder is fairly obvious. What may be of greater interest is the electronic rhythm machine which has some quite interesting possibilities. The rhythm sounds on the P.E. record, including the rhythm backing of the final example, were originally derived from the experimental rhythm machine shown in the photograph. A rhythm sequence from the machine was recorded and then looped, although the machine itself is capable of running continuously.

The basis of the machine is a constant speed drive but with provision for variable speed in order to obtain variable tempo. The drive, therefore, consists of a 50Hz synchronous motor which is coupled via a suitable reduction idler wheel into a rotating disc 12in diameter. The motor and idler wheel are made to move between the outer edge of the disc to a point about three inches from the centre, thus the disc can be rotated at constant yet variable speed.

The various sound generators are triggered off by means of gold plated organ type contacts which in turn are actuated by raised "pips" on a perspex disc attached to the main drive disc. The complexity and nature of the rhythms that can be produced with a machine of this kind are limited only by the number of contacts and inter-switching of these and of course the number of sound generators.

MULTI-TRACK RECORDING

This article would not be complete without some reference to multi-track recording techniques especially as many studios employ recorders capable of recording on up to eight separate tracks simultaneously.

Domestic tape recorders are quite capable of producing good quality multi-track material by the simple means of re-recording from track to track on a single machine or from recorder to recorder where two are available.

The ideal method is to use two recorders and work from one to the other as new material is added. Care must be taken with noise build-up through successive re-recording, but with good quality recorders up to four or five "dubbings" are possible before quality suffers and the noise build-up consequently becomes unacceptable.

The making of multi-track music recordings with the best results are usually those employing electronic musical instruments such as the electronic organ and electric guitar, which can be coupled directly to the tape recorder. This obviates the use of a microphone and the consequent loss of quality as well as unwanted acoustic effects. If acoustic effects are required they are best introduced artificially by means of a reverberation unit or by tape echo.

The author's own method of multi-track recording with an electronic organ may serve better to describe the process which by and large is the same whether one is using professional equipment in a studio or domestic class recorders. Normally, two half-track stereo machines are employed, these being coupled to each other via a twin channel mixing circuit.

First, the music to be recorded is "arranged", i.e. a full score drafted out on paper. This is not done by ear since it becomes almost impossible to memorise all the parts, i.e. key changes, bridging passages and so on.

The rhythm track, if any, is then recorded to exactly the right number of bars required. This is set up on one recorder, the output of this being coupled to one channel on the second recorder. The electronic organ output is coupled to the other channel (second machine). The rhythm and first music part can now be recorded together.

These two parts are then mixed together and fed to one channel of the first recorder. The organ output is connected to the remaining channel and the next part is completed and so on until the recording is finished.

By using twin tracks each recording can be carefully balanced with respect to the other. With a simple tape recorder having track-to-track re-recording facilities, the problem of balance becomes a little more difficult but can, with a little practice, be accomplished with a fair degree of success.

IN CONCLUSION

Whether you are a musician wishing to explore electronics in music or an electronics enthusiast with a mind to investigate the technical possibilities of electronics in music, you may well find a great deal of interest in the purely creative prospects when the two subjects are combined. There is almost unlimited scope for experiment.

Electronics has much to offer the world of music in terms of new sounds, rhythms otherwise unplayable on or with conventional percussion instruments, and even acoustic effects otherwise quite impossible to produce in the drawing room or the concert hall.

The circuits given in this article are only intended to provide a general indication of how effects can be produced. They are not to be used as the basis for the musical composition. Many of the electronic devices outlined in this article will be featured as constructional projects in due course. The first of these detailed designs, a "Spring-Line Reverberation Unit", will appear next month.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

FREE

ALL-PURPOSE DATA-RULE

★ Instant conversion factors ★ 17 Scales
★ Components tolerances ★ LCF ABAC
★ Parallel resistor chart ★ Decibels
★ Normal mathematical slide rule functions.

TRANISTORIZED CAR RADIO
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SIMPLE 2 METRE CONVERTOR
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FLIGHTS OF FANCY

Everyone seems to love an argument, whether one be participant or mere onlooker. Television producers are well aware of the attraction of the verbal battle. How often do we sit enthralled by the aplomb and expertise with which distinguished contestans defend their point of view. Frequently no obvious winner emerges from these contests and we are left just as confused as before concerning the great issues of the day—no matter, it has all been jolly good fun.

Visitors to the British Association meeting at Leeds this summer were presented with a rare entertainment before which the nightly confrontations on the goggle box must pale. In a gladiatorial contest between eminent men of science, Lord Bowden was first into the arena with a fierce attack on the whole purpose of space flight. The U.S. space programme was condemned as being an extravagant form of outdoor relief, with real science having but a very small part in these activities.

But the "get a man onto the moon" plans found an able and enthusiastic champion in the astronomer Patrick Moore. His retort that Lord Bowden was the kind of man who would have opposed the invention of the wheel must have wounded deeply; a trifle unjust for the erstwhile Minister of Education and Science and pioneer in the field of electronic computers.

A somewhat middle of the road view was voiced by Professor Dennis Gabor, inventor of holography (and destined to become fairy godmother to the next generation of housewives with his other brain child the domestic automaton). The Professor was not convinced of the practical purpose of space flight, but queried whether the money so spent would otherwise be put to worthwhile humanitarian causes.

When experts like these cannot agree amongst themselves what chance have we poor onlookers of forming an objective opinion on such matters? We just pay the piper without the privilege of calling the tune.

Perhaps we should stop deluding ourselves about the scientific aspect of manned space flight. If scientific exploration is really the aim, instrument carrying space vehicles are all that is necessary. Telemetering systems and remotely controlled automated devices will do all the "field" work for us.

TERRA FIRMA

The mention of automation brings me back to earth again. All of us in this little old island should be worrying more about automation in land based factories than in outer space! Do you know that in a typical industry it takes 42 of us to produce the same output as 10 men in the United States; or 38 in Germany, 26 in France, or 23 in Italy?

Why? Because our rivals in other countries have more power tools and automated plant backing them up. So please no snide remarks concerning the British worker. The accusing finger should be pointed at the boardroom, not the shop floor.

If one seeks a single justification for the establishment of a Ministry of Technology, it is surely here. In furtherance of their campaign to encourage industry (and this includes small firms as well as the larger) to invest in automated systems, the Ministry is setting up Automation Centres in co-operation with leading companies in this field.

Which of the famous names at present associated with IC's will disappear, and what shot-gun weddings are being arranged by Tony Benn? And what's your bet for the "Survival Stakes"?

INTEGRATION

The makers of integrated circuits are now themselves about to be integrated. Wholesale use of microelectronics means room for only three or four manufacturing companies in this field.

Which of the famous names at present associated with IC's will disappear, and what shot-gun weddings are being arranged by Tony Benn? And what's your bet for the "Survival Stakes"?

THE BELLS

A strange quiet has descended on certain portions of the medium wave band. No longer are we regaled by a great variety of mini sounds from transistor receivers being taken for a stroll by their young (and not so young) owners. But wait... already a new sound has taken the place of the ethereal offerings of pop groups.

The tintinnabulation provided by wandering flower people evoke memories of eventide in some enchanting alpine village—that is until the harsh honking of a taxi sends us scampering across the road.

I do hope however that the followers of this current cult will not adopt any electronic amplification of their tiny bells in some misguided attempt to emphasise the effectiveness of flower power. I shudder at the mere thought!

Let them stick to gentle persuasion—and never mind the decibels.

JOHN VALENCE
SOLDERING ?
— you need the Antex SOLDERING TOOL KIT

Model CN240 15W Precision Iron with 1/8" bit,
Two spare Interchangeable Bits (1/4" and 1/8")
Reel of Solder  Heat Sink  Cleaning Pad
PLUS 36-page booklet on "How-to-Solder"

British made. From The Army & Navy Stores, Harrods, and Radio Shops, or if unobtainable locally, direct from:

ANTEX LTD
GROSVENOR HSE
CROYDON CRO1OE
Telephone: 01-686 2774

Two spare Interchangeable Bits (1/4" and 1/8")
Reel of Solder  Heat Sink  Cleaning Pad
PLUS 36-page booklet on "How-to-Solder"

British made. From The Army & Navy Stores, Harrods, and Radio Shops, or if unobtainable locally, direct from:

ANTEX LTD
GROSVENOR HSE
CROYDON CRO1OE
Telephone: 01-686 2774

17 in. TWO-YEAR GUARANTEE £11.10.0
EX-RENTAL TELEVISIONS
3 star Guarantee ★ Tube ★ Valves ★ Components
Channels for all areas Insured Carriage 30/-

FREE ILLUSTRATED LIST
Slim line models
17" — 19" — 21" — 23"
A wide range of sizes, models and prices.
Demonstrations daily

RADIOGRAM CABINETS
ONLY £5.19.6
An attractive discreetly designed space saving cabinet in natural grained polyestered sapele. Press-drop flap for autochanger and record storage compartment. 10" x 5" speaker position. Complete with legs. DIM. 29" H X 14" D X 29" W.
Carr. Ins. 25/-

OTHER MODELS—SEND FOR LIST

DUKE & CO. (LONDON) LTD.
621/3 Romford Road, Manor Park, E.12

EXCEL in ELECTRONICS

Through this ICS 3-way Training Method:

1. MASTER THE THEORETICAL SIDE
   From basic principles to advanced applications, you'll learn the theory of electronic engineering, quickly and easily through ICS. That's because each course is set out in easy-to-understand terms.

2. MASTER THE PRACTICAL SIDE
   ICS show you how to develop your practical abilities in electronic engineering—alongside your theoretical studies. It's the only sure way to success. All training manuals are packed with easy-to-follow illustrations.

3. MASTER THE MATHEMATICAL SIDE
   To many this aspect is a bitter problem. Even more so because no electronic engineer is complete without a sound working knowledge of maths. But new ICS teaching makes mathematics easier to learn.

Wide range of courses available include:
- Radio/T.V. Engineering and Servicing, Closed Circuit T.V., Electronics, Electronics Maintenance, Instrumentation and Servomechanisms, Telemetry, Computers, etc.
- NEW! Programmed Course on Electronic Fundamentals

EXPERT COACHING FOR:
- INSTITUTION OF ELECTRONIC AND RADIO ENGINEERS
- CITY AND Guilds TELECOMMUNICATION TECHNICIANS
- R.T.E.B. RADIO/T.V. SERVICING CERTIFICATE
- RADIO AMATEURS' EXAMINATION
- P.M.G. CERTIFICATES IN RADIO/TELEGRAPHY

And there are practical "learn as you build" radio and electronics courses as well.

Member of the Association of British Correspondence Colleges

FOR FREE HANDBOOK POST THIS COUPON TODAY

IC.S., Dept. 151, INTERTEXT HOUSE,
PARKGATE ROAD, LONDON, S.W.11

NAME ________________________________
ADDRESS _______________________________

OCCUPATION __________________________
AGE _______ 

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

855
The pre-paid rate for classified advertisements is 1/3 per word (minimum order 15/-), box number 1/6 extra. Semi-displayed setting £4. 2. 6 per single column inch. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS and crossed “Lloyds Bank Ltd.” Treasury notes should always be sent registered post. Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Manager, PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS, George Newnes Ltd., 15/17 Long Acre, London, WC2, for insertion in the next available issue.
TELEVISION SERVICING
RADIO TELEGRAPHY
RADAR MAINTENANCE
COMPUTER TECHNIQUES

Full and Part-time Training Courses
Apply: Director, British School of Telegraphy, 20 Penywern Road, Earls Court, London, S.W.5

BE TRANSISTOR-WISE—21 practical lessons at home from scratch, to a sound understanding of semiconductor diodes and transistors. Full instructions on multiplying, making measurements, simple calculations and graphs. All material supplied. 87 tps. O.D. ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENT, Brinklow, Rugby.

WANTED

VALVES WANTED, brand new popular types boxed. DURHAM SUPPLIES (45), 175 Durham Road, Bradford 8, Yorkshire.

SERVICE SHEETS


SERVICE SHEETS

4/- each, plus postage.

We have the largest supply of Service Sheets for all makes and types of Radios and Televisions, etc. in the country. Speedy Service.

To obtain the Service Sheet you require, please complete the attached coupon:

From: ________________________________

Name: ________________________________

Address: ________________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

To: S.P. DISTRIBUTORS
35/36 Great Marlborough Street, London, W.1

Please supply Service Sheets for the following:

Make: ________________________________

Model No.: __________________________

Radio/TV

Make: ________________________________

Model No.: __________________________

Radio/TV

Make: ________________________________

Model No.: __________________________

Radio/TV

also require the new 1967 list of Service Sheets at 1/6 plus postage. (please delete items not applicable)

MAIL ORDERS ONLY Nov. PE

SITUATIONS VACANT

TECHNICIANS

AUTOMATION AND INSTRUMENTATION DEPARTMENT

Vacancies exist at Spencer Works for technicians to work on production plants and systems, utilising modern measurement and control devices involving electrical, electronic and pneumatic principles. In addition, some of the present activities involve electronic digital computers.

Applications for these positions are invited from suitably qualified personnel, who have had experience of electronic and other forms of equipment used in the above applications. Qualifications to at least O.N.C. level or equivalent would be advantageous but not essential, where considerable practical experience has been gained.

Application forms can be obtained from:

The Manager

Personnel Services Department (M23), Intertext House, Parkgate Road, Oakley, Near Newport, Mon., Newport, Mon.

N.B. APPLICANTS ALREADY EMPLOYED WITHIN THE RICHARD THOMAS AND BALDWIN'S GROUP SHOULD STATE SO.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

A WHOLE WORLD OF KNOWLEDGE AWAITS YOU!

International Correspondence Schools
(Dept. 152), Intertext House, Parkgate Road, London, S.W.11.

NAME ____________________________________________

ADDRESS ____________________________________________

DATE ____________

PAYMENT 11.67

INTERNATIONAL HOUSE OF CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGES

TECHNICAL TRAINING

IN RADIO, TELEVISION AND ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING

First-class opportunities in Radio and Electronics await the I C S trained man. Let I C S train YOU for a well-paid post in this expanding field.

I C S courses offer the keen, ambitious man the opportunity to acquire, quickly and easily, the specialized training so essential to success. Diploma courses in Radio/TV Engineering and Servicing, Electronics, Computers, etc. Expert coaching for:

- INSTITUTION OF ELECTRONIC AND RADIO ENGINEERS.
- R.T.E.B. RADIO AND TV SERVICING CERTIFICATE.
- RADIO AMATEURS' EXAMINATION.
- P.M.G. CERTIFICATES IN RADIO TELEGRAPHY.
- R.C.R. RADIO AND TV CONSTRUCTION CERTIFICATE.
- ROC. RADIO AND TV INSTRUMENTATION CERTIFICATE.
- R.C.R. RADIO AND TV POWER CERTIFICATE.
- R.C.R. RADIO AND TV COMMUNICATION CERTIFICATE.

Examination Students Coached until Successful.

NEW SELF-BUILD RADIO AND ELECTRONIC COURSES

Build your own 5-valve receiver, transistor portable, signal generator, multi-meter and valve voltmeter—all under expert guidance.

POST THIS COUPON TODAY and find out how I C S can help YOU in your career. Full details of I C S courses in Radio, Television and Electronics will be sent to you by return mail.

MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATION OF BRITISH CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGES.
THE "BREADBOARD" TRANSMISOR PANELS

FOR THE RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS (continued)

YOUR REQUIREMENTS

NEW!! S-DEC

THE "BREADBOARD" FOR THE ELECTRONIC AGE

LETS INDEEDLY USE-RE COMPONENTS AGAIN AND AGAIN

IN STOCK AT L.S.T.

29/6 each S.A.E. DETAILS

2N3819 FET 16/:

- 60 Transistors unpacked untested 10/-
- 3 Chassis coded Rect. ISRA 10/-
- 2 Rects 100V 4A 10/-
- 2N2936 Planar transistors 10/-
- 4N3013 Planar Fairchild 10/-
- 25012 Unmarked Tested Sili. Power 10/-
- 10 D176-OC71 equivalent New 10/-
- 16 sq. inches 8-55m Veroboard 10/-
- 10 Zeners 12V tested unmarked 10/-
- 100pg 3A Sili. Rect, Stubs 10/-
- 2Y300P Power plus Heat Sink 10/-
- 50 Ceramic capacitors, assorted values and sizes—mainly colour coded—fantastic value 10/-
- 2 20W Germanium power transistors Stue mounting—miniature GP297 10/-
- 4 Unisors—Voltage dependent resistors new and marked ALL PACKS POST FREE

MANY BARGAINS!

4 BY100 Sili. rectifiers 800piv 550 ma 12/-
4 OA210 Sili. rectifiers 400piv 550 ma 12/-
12 Silicon diodes equivalent to OA200 6/-
12 Silicon diodes equivalent to OA302 45/-
25 New marked diodes germanium and silicon 25/-
3 STC superhet kit IF, IF2 and mixer 6/-

OUR NEW SHOP

7 COTFPLOD ROAD, BRENTHWOOD WHERE G3ST AND STAFF WILL BE PLEASED TO SOLVE YOUR COMPONENT PROBLEMS.

IF YOU CANT VISIT US SEND S.A.E. FOR FREE CATALOGUE

CURSONS TRANSISTORS ALL GUARANTEED

1/- each

BAY39, BAY30, DK10, OA70, OA81, OA200, OA160, OA90, OA91, OA299

2/- each

XA101, XA102, OC71, OC72, OA81, OA81, OC44, OC45, GET16, FST83, ACY22

3/- each

OC139, OC140, 2N706, 2N706, 2N2804, BY100, RAS310AF, 2N914, BSY26, BSY27, BSY95A, AF212

7/- each

RAS308AF, CR53/40, BLY10, BLY11, BUY10, BUY11, ADY22, ADY23, ADY24, OC22, OC26

ZENER DIODES

3-9v to 26v, 4w/ each, 1-5w 4/-, 7w 5/- each

CARBON FILM RESISTORS

MIN TRANSISTOR CONDENSERS

ZENER DIODES

CAPACITORS

- 3.3v, 4.7v, 5v, 10v, 1.25v, 4.7v, 4.7v, 5.15v, 5.2v, 6.3v, 6.8v, 7.5v, 9v, 13v, 15v, 16v, 20v, 25v, 33v, mostly 1w as 2/6 each.
- 1000, 1500, 2200, 3300, 4700, 5600, 10000, 0.1uF, 0.05uF, 0.01uF, 0.005uF, mostly 1w as 2/6 each.

CARBON FILM RESISTORS

SUB MIN. & HIGH STAB. 4/6 DOZ.

TYPES: POLYESTER, POLYCARBONATE, POLYSTYRENE, MINI ELECTROLYTIC, TANTALUM, MICA AND CERAMIC. ALL THESE TYPES AVAILABLE.

TRANSISTORS

ALL TYPES STOCKED. SPEC. OFFER ON AD19 — 7/- 4003.

STOCKISTS

EAGLE, SINCLAIR, MULLARD, NEWMARKET, R/C EQUIPMENT

VAN-BEK ELECTRONICS

16/12 MARKET ST., ALTRINCHAM

T.EL.: ALT 6956

TRANSMISORISED TRANSISTERS 35/:

- Have you seen for details of our "X" Line which contains these tiny transistors, ready built and tested? Also, amplifiers, stereo's, light dimmers, motor controllers, intercoms, etc. "X" Line is not exclusively yours, you can get inside! Send S.A.E. for details now.

Mullard output set: 2 x OC81 +

BARGAIN PARCELS 10/:

- 20W Germanium power transistors Stue mounting—miniature GP297

IN THE ELECTRONIC AGE

LET'S INDEEDLY USE-RE COMPONENTS AGAIN AND AGAIN

IN STOCK AT L.S.T.

29/6 each S.A.E. DETAILS

2N3819 FET 16/:

- 60 Transistors unpacked untested 10/-
- 3 Chassis coded Rect. ISRA 10/-
- 2 Rects 100V 4A 10/-
- 2N2936 Planar transistors 10/-
- 4N3013 Planar Fairchild 10/-
- 25012 Unmarked Tested Sili. Power 10/-
- 10 D176-OC71 equivalent New 10/-
- 16 sq. inches 8-55m Veroboard 10/-
- 10 Zeners 12V tested unmarked 10/-
- 100pg 3A Sili. Rect, Stubs 10/-
- 2Y300P Power plus Heat Sink 10/-
- 50 Ceramic capacitors, assorted values and sizes—mainly Colour coded—fantastic value 10/-
- 2 20W Germanium power transistors Stue mounting—miniature GP297

Vivid, attractive, clean typeface: Arial, 10-point size. The text is arranged in paragraphs, with clear headings and subheadings. The content is likely related to electronics components and deals, including transistors, capacitors, resistors, and other components. The layout is clean and organized, making it easy to read and understand the information.
RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS

R & R RADIO
51 Burnley Road, Rawtenstall
Rossendale, Lancs
Tel.: Rossendale 3152

Boxed Valves Fully Guaranteed

EP30 4/- PCC84 3/- U33 1/-
EC32 4/- PFC90 5/- DCP19 7/-
ECL80 6/- PL81 5/- DCP4 7/-
EB91 2/- PYE1 5/- U191 7/-
EP95 5/- PYD80 5/- U194 7/-
EV46 8/- PL36 7/- PCL51 7/-

Radio, chassis, modern valve type in clean condition, less valves 25/- post paid.
Not fireballs when the valves are loose, only 61/- post paid.
Tuners less cover caps and valves 4/- post paid.
Your selected tuner, if available, 35/- post paid.
Postage one valve 9d., extra, two valves 6d., each extra, three or more 5d., per valve extra.
Stamped addressed envelope with all inquiries please.

COMPONENTS

POSTAL SERVICE

BATTERIES

Sealed DEAC Medium 9v £1 8d.
Pb-Equiv. 9v 7/6.
U2 Equiv. 1.25v 2/-.
U7 Equiv. 1.25v 2/-.
U11 Equiv. 1.25v 2/-.

TRANSISTORS—Matched Output Kit—OC44 and 2-045 £1 8d.

ASSORTED RESISTORS—Hi-Stab. £1 7d.

ELMBRIDGE INSTRUMENTS LTD.

Mallard Mini store Metathed Polyester F.C. Mount, 6/-.

RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS

The technical and education divisions are always at your disposal. Please write for full details of any product or on any question.

FIVE COMPUTERS

DESK-TOP ANALOGUE COMPUTER 1 is a rugged, attractive and ingenious calculating, measuring and teaching aid based on analogue computer techniques. Fully transistorised it runs on four batteries, computes heights of objects, solves mathematical problems, checks homework and measures capacitance, resistance and inductance. Supplied complete with manual, large pictorial assembly diagrams, all electronic parts and hardware including batteries. No soldering required and the machine is fully guaranteed for one year. Replacement parts always available at cost. Special reduced offer only £9 14s. 6d.

“DIGI-COMP I” is the first binary mechanical computer kit. This famous brain child of two Ph.D. scientists hardly needs any introduction as more than a million of these kits have already been sold to the public and educational establishments. Assemble and programme Digi-Comp I for 15 computer experiments and learn first hand what makes the giant computers tick. Supplied in kit form with 26-page clearly written manual and pictorial assembly diagrams. For those who wish to learn more about binary arithmetic, boolean algebra, computer programming analogic design there is a 32-page clearly written manual and pictorial illustrated book on the great computers tick. Experiment and circuit manual 6d. (1/- per order) C.W.O.

THINK-A-DOT. Computer toy based on digital computer principles and the fascinating game of “Nim”. Only 4/- 6d.

Dr. Nim. Invented by a computer scientist, Dr. Nim is a remarkable teaching and computer toy based on digital computer principles and the fascinating game of Nim. Supplied with 24-page manual which teaches simple binary addition and fundamentals of computers. Based on the fascinating game of “Nim”. Only 4/- 6d.

FIRST-CLASS RADIO AND T/V COURSES...

GET A CERTIFICATE!

After brief, intensely interesting study—under-taken at home in your spare time—YOU can secure a recognised qualification or extend your knowledge of Radio and T.V. Let us show you how!

FREE GUIDE

The New Free Guide contains 120 pages of information of the greatest importance to both the amateur and the man employed in the radio industry. Chambers College provides first-rate postal courses for Radio Amateurs’ Exam., R.T.E.B. Servicing Cert., C. & C. Telecoms., A.M.I.E.R.E. Guide also gives details of range of diploma courses in Radio, T.V. Servicing Electronics and other branches of engineering, together with particulars of our remarkable Guarantee of SUCCESS OR NO FEE

Write now for your copy of this invaluable publication. It may well prove to be the turning point in your career.

FOUNDED 1885—OVER 150,000 SUCCESSES

CHAMBERS COLLEGE (Incorp. National Inst. of Engineering) (Dept. 850F)

148 HOLBORN LONDON, E.C.1

“COMPUTAKIT—ONE” is a revolutionary all-British design to teach the fundamentals of electronic techniques used in modern digital computers. Experiments cover properties of logic gates etc., and show the student all the basic facts and the working principles of digital computers. 50-page Advance Text Book based on DIGI-COMP 1 experiments. Our replacement parts department is always able to supply broken or damaged parts at cost and ensure your full enjoyment of the kit. Digi-Comp only 9/- 6d. Dig-i-Comp with advance text book £3 10s. 6d.

The services of our technical and education divisions are always at your disposal. Please write for full details of any product or on any problem connected with your education and enjoyment of computers.
Clearly printed with adhesive backing for instant fixing, these distinctive labels will add a new-style customising effect to your dashboard.

PRACTICAL motorist

ON SALE OCTOBER 18 — 2/-
USE THE LATEST INTEGRATED CIRCUITS NOW

FAIRCHILD

900 Buffer 9/6
914 Dual 2-Input Gate 9/6
923 J-K Flip Flop 12/6
Plastic Spreaders 1/6
Ex Stock

MOTOROLA
LATEST LOW PRICE DUAL IN-LINE

MC715P — Dual 3-Input Gate — 19/6 ex stock
MC724P — Quad 2-Input Gate — 17/6 .. .. ..
MC725P — Dual 4-Input Gate — 17/6 .. .. ..
MC789P — Hex Inverter — 19/6 .. .. ..
MC792P — Triple 3-Input Gate — 19/6 .. .. ..
MC799P — Dual Buffer — 17/6 .. .. ..
MC788P — Dual Buffer (Non-Inv) — 22/6 .. .. ..
MC723P — J-K Flip Flop — 17/6 .. .. ..
MC790P — Dual J-K Flip Flop — 29/6 
(i.e. 14/9 per J-K)

BARGAIN OF THE MONTH

OC71 AT 1/8d
12 OR MORE POST FREE

S.A.E. FOR LIST. CASH WITH ORDER. P. & P. 9d.

BUILD YOUR CIRCUITS

on

VEROBOARD

—the Universal Wiring Board—

obtainable from your local Retailer

Trade enquiries to:

NORMAN ROSE (ELECTRICAL) LTD.
8 St. Chad's Place, Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.1

Technical enquiries to:

VERO ELECTRONICS LTD.
Industrial Estate, Chandler's Ford, Hants

FOOTBALL POOL COMPUTER CIRCUIT and three other analogue circuits, 4/6.

DIGITAL COMPUTER CIRCUIT

A simple digital Adder/subtractor using switches and lamp only. A fascinating demonstration of Binary arithmetic. Full circuit, wiring diagram and notes on the Binary system, 8/6.

BARGAIN CIRCUITS AND SOLDERING MACHINES CIRCUIT. Uses standard miniature switches and lamp only. This machine cannot be beaten. Full circuit, wiring diagram and instructions, 2/6.

1% High Stability Resistors
1% 1 Watt, 2% each. Full range 10 ohms to 10 Meg. New Block Stock available.

1% Wirewound Resistors
1% 1 Watt, 1 ohm to 0.01 ohm, 4/6; to 0.001 ohm, 4/8; 1% add 6d. Your value wound to order.

PLANET INSTRUMENT CO.
55 (B) DOMINION AVENUE, LEEDS 7

BAKER 12 in. SUPERB LOUDSPEAKER

A high fidelity loudspeaker, its remarkable low cone resistance ensures clear reproduction of the deepest bass. The special aluminium drive and concentric tweeter cone ensures full range reproduction with remarkable efficiency in the upper register.

Maximum Power 20 watts
Bass Resonance 22-26 C.S.S.
Flux Density 16,500 gausses
Voice coil diameter 1 1/4
Voice coil impedance 15 ohms
Voice coil material Aluminium
Useful response 20-17,000 C.S.S.
Cone surround Plastic
Magnet material Alumax
Overall diameter 12 1/2

Available from all Radio & Hi-Fi Dealers

£15 Post Free

Send for New catalogue and enclosure plans

Baker Reproducers Ltd. (DEPT. P.E.23)
Bunsborough Manor Road, Passage, Thornton Heath, Surrey. 01-684-1665

WENTWORTH RADIO

104 SALISBURY ROAD, HIGH BARNET, HERTS.

Suppliers of High Quality Semiconductors

BARGAIN OF THE MONTH

OC71 AT 1/8d
12 OR MORE POST FREE

S.A.E. FOR LIST. CASH WITH ORDER. P. & P. 9d.

Baker 12 in. Superior Loudspeaker

A high fidelity loudspeaker, its remarkable low cone resistance ensures clear reproduction of the deepest bass. The special aluminium drive and concentric tweeter cone ensures full range reproduction with remarkable efficiency in the upper register.

Maximum Power 20 watts
Bass Resonance 22-26 C.S.S.
Flux Density 16,500 gausses
Voice coil diameter 1 1/4
Voice coil impedance 15 ohms
Voice coil material Aluminium
Useful response 20-17,000 C.S.S.
Cone surround Plastic
Magnet material Alumax
Overall diameter 12 1/2

Available from all Radio & Hi-Fi Dealers

£15 Post Free

Send for New catalogue and enclosure plans

Baker Reproducers Ltd. (DEPT. P.E.23)
Bunsborough Manor Road, Thornton Heath, Surrey. 01-684-1665

BUILD YOUR CIRCUITS

on

VEROBOARD

—the Universal Wiring Board—

obtainable from your local Retailer

Trade enquiries to:

NORMAN ROSE (ELECTRICAL) LTD.
8 St. Chad's Place, Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.1

Technical enquiries to:

VERO ELECTRONICS LTD.
Industrial Estate, Chandler's Ford, Hants

BARGAIN CIRCUITS AND SOLDERING MACHINES CIRCUIT. Uses standard miniature switches and lamp only. This machine cannot be beaten. Full circuit, wiring diagram and instructions, 2/6.

1% High Stability Resistors
1% 1 Watt, 2% each. Full range 10 ohms to 10 Meg. New Block Stock available.

1% Wirewound Resistors
1% 1 Watt, 1 ohm to 0.01 ohm, 4/6; to 0.001 ohm, 4/8; 1% add 6d. Your value wound to order.

PLANET INSTRUMENT CO.
55 (B) DOMINION AVENUE, LEEDS 7

BAKER 12 in. SUPERB LOUDSPEAKER

A high fidelity loudspeaker, its remarkable low cone resistance ensures clear reproduction of the deepest bass. The special aluminium drive and concentric tweeter cone ensures full range reproduction with remarkable efficiency in the upper register.

Maximum Power 20 watts
Bass Resonance 22-26 C.S.S.
Flux Density 16,500 gausses
Voice coil diameter 1 1/4
Voice coil impedance 15 ohms
Voice coil material Aluminium
Useful response 20-17,000 C.S.S.
Cone surround Plastic
Magnet material Alumax
Overall diameter 12 1/2

Available from all Radio & Hi-Fi Dealers
VALUABLE NEW HANDBOOK TO AMBITIOUS ENGINEERS

Have you had your copy of “Engineering Opportunities”?

The new edition of “ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES” is now available—without charge—to all who are anxious for a worthwhile post in Engineering. Frank, informative and completely up to date, the new “ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES” should be in the hands of every person engaged in any branch of the Engineering industry, irrespective of age, experience or training.

On ‘SATISFACTION OR REFUND OF FEE’ terms

This remarkable book gives details of examinations and courses in every branch of Engineering, Building, etc., outlines the openings available and describes our Special Appointments Department.

WHICH OF THESE IS YOUR PET SUBJECT?

ELECTRONIC ENG.

ELECTRICAL ENG.

CIVIL ENG.
Advanced Civil Eng.—General Civil Eng.—Municipal Eng.—Structural Eng.—Sanitary Eng.—Road Eng.—Hydraulics—Mining—Water Supply—Petrol Tech.

RADIO & T.V. ENG.

MECHANICAL ENG.

AUTOMOBILE ENG.

WE HAVE A WIDE RANGE OF COURSES IN OTHER SUBJECTS INCLUDING CHEMICAL ENG., AERO ENG., MANAGEMENT, INSTRUMENT TECHNOLOGY, WORKS STUDY, MATHEMATICS, ETC.

Which qualification would increase your earning power?

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
316A ALDERMASTON COURT, ALDERMASTON, BERKSHIRE

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD

Published about the 15th of the month by GEORGE NEWNES LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2, at the recommended maximum price shown on the cover. Printed in England by THE CHAPEL RIVER PRESS, Andover, Hants. Sole Agents—Australia and New Zealand: GORDON & GOTCH (Aust.) Ltd.; South Africa and Rhodesia: CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY LTD.; East Africa: STATIONERY & OFFICE SUPPLIES LTD. Subscription rate including postage for one year: To any part of the World £1 16s. Od.
NEW SOLID STATE HIGH FIDELITY EQUIPMENT

POWER AMPLIFIERS—PRE-AMPLIFIERS—POWER SUPPLY

The finest value in high fidelity — choose a system to suit your needs and save pounds

HENRY'S RADIO LTD.

303 EDGWARE ROAD
LONDON, W.2

WE CAN SUPPLY FROM STOCK
MOST OF THE PARTS SPECIFIED
ON CIRCUITS IN THIS MAGAZINE
SEND LIST FOR QUOTATION.